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Abstract

Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) is a routing technology which can manage Quality of

Service (QoS) in scalable connectionless networks using relatively simple packet forwarding mech-

anisms. This thesis considers the optimisation of the QoS offered by an MPLS network. The QoS

measure used is the expected packet delay which is minimised by switching packets along optimal

label switched paths (LSPs).

Two mathematical models of MPLS networks are presented together with appropriate algorithms

for optimally dividing the network traffic into forwarding equivalence classes (FECs), finding

optimal LSPs which minimise the expected packet delay and switching these FECs along the

optimal LSPs. These algorithms are applied to compute optimal LSPs for several test networks.

The mathematics on which these algorithms are based is also reviewed.

This thesis provides the MPLS network operator with efficient packet routing algorithms for

optimising the network's QoS.

v
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Opsomming

Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) is 'n roeteringsmetode om die diensvlak (QoS) van 'n

skaleerbare, verbindinglose netwerk te bestuur deur middel van relatief eenvoudige versendingsmegan-

ismes. Hierdie tesis beskou die optimering van die QoS van 'n MPLS-netwerk. Die QoS-maatstaf is

die verwagte vert raging van 'n netwerk-pakkie. Dit word geminimeer deur pakkies langs optimale

"label switched paths" (LSPs) te stuur.

Twee wiskundige modelle van MPLS-netwerke word ondersoek. Toepaslike algoritmes word verskaf

vir die optimale verdeling van die netwerkverkeer in "forwarding equivalence classes" (FECs), die

soektog na optimale LSPs (wat die verwagte pakkie-vertraging minimeer) en die stuur van die

FECs langs die optimale LSPs. Hierdie algoritmes word ingespan om optimale LSPs vir verskeie

toetsnetwerke op te stel. Die wiskundige teorie waarop hierdie algoritmes gegrond is, word ook

hersien.

Hierdie tesis verskaf doeltreffende roeteringsalgoritmes waarmee 'n MPLS-netwerkbestuurderj-es

die netwerk se QoS kan optimeer.

VB
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Quality of Service (QoS) offered by a connection-oriented network can be managed by opti-

mally utilising the transmission capacity or bandwidth of the underlying physical network. There

are several possible criteria of optimality, for example network throughput, blocking probability

or rate of earning revenue. Several approaches to bandwidth management (and thus QoS man-

agement) have been discussed in the literature. These include VP (virtual path) distribution

algorithms [2]' VPCN (virtual path connection network) optimisation methods [5, 7, 8] and the

design of virtual subnetworks [15].

The success of the Internet is making connectionless networks based on the Internet Protocol (IP)

increasingly popular. Current generation IP networks do not provide effective mechanisms (apart

from priority queueing flags in packets) for managing QoS. This problem was eventually addressed

by several vendors including Toshiba, IBM, Ipsilon and Cisco. Each vendor came up with some

version of a technology now known as label switching. By allowing explicit routing, label switching

enables network operators to manage QoS by means of optimal routing.

1.1 Label Switching

A label is a field in an IP packet that is used to determine the route followed by a packet. A label

switching network consists of a group of interconnected label switching routers (LSRs). An LSR

performs label swapping on incoming packets. During label swapping an incoming packet's local (or

global) label is examined and replaced by an appropriate global (or local) label. Whether a local

label is replaced by a global label or vice versa depends on the type of label binding ("downstream"

or "upstream") used. A packet is typically created by an application on a computer in a subnetwork

connected to an LSR referred to as the ingress LSR. The ingress LSR is also referred to as the

originating node (ON) (see Ash et al. [1]' for example). Upon receiving the unlabeled packet,

the ingress LSR assigns a label to the packet and forwards the packet to the next LSR on the

1
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

packet's route. The LSR uses the information in the label and in the LSR routing table, or label

information base (LIB) to identify the next LSR on the packet's route. The other LSRs traversed

by the packet's route perform label swapping on the incoming packet and forward the packet to

the next node on its route. Finally, the last LSR on the packet's route, known as the egress LSR,

removes the label and passes the packet to the apropriate application in the subnetwork connected

to it.

Label swithing networks can use either destination-based or explicit routing. The routing decision

in destination-based is based only on the packet's destination address. In the case of explicit

routing the route is specified by the packet's label. The route which a packet follows through the

label switching network is known as a label switched path (LSP). We do not allocate bandwidth to

an LSP. Thus we neither set up trunks, nor do we construct constraint-based routing label switched

paths (CRLSP) as mentioned in [1].

A label switching network using explicit routing allows fine forwarding granularity - the set of

packets which an LSR can receive is partitioned into disjoint subsets known as forwarding equiv-

alence classes (FECs). The set of packets belonging to a particular service class and travelling

between a given O-D pair can be assigned to a distinct FEC or the FEC that a packet belongs to

can be based on the computer in the subnetwork where the packet originated and/or (correspond-

ing to even finer forwarding granularity) the application on the computer which generated the

packet. Fine forwarding granularity makes the network more flexible since it allows routing based

on service class [13]. Ash et al. [1] divides all path selection methods into four categories, namely

hierarchical fixed routing (FR), timedependent 'rOuting (TDR), state-dependent routing (SDR) and

event-dependent routing (EDR). Our model of explicit routing is such that FR, TDR and SDR

are all modelled. EDR is the only path selection category not covered since EDR routing tables

are updated locally, whereas ours is a centralised approach.

This thesis examines how fine forwarding granularity can be used to optimise the network's QoS.

The expected packet delay is used as the network's performance criterion. Fine forwarding gran-

ularity enables the network operator to minimise the expected packet delay. This is done by

allowing several LSPs between the same O-D pair. The total packet load offered to an O-D pair

is switched among several LSPs in such a way that the expected packet delay is minimised. Thus

the set of all packets offered to an O-D pair is partitioned into FECs and the packets in each FEC

are switched along a particular LSP.

1.2 Multiprotocol Label Switching

The label switching protocol used in this thesis is Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) which was

introduced by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). As the name indicates, it combines

the label switching approaches of the four vendors mentioned above. The expected packet delay

is minimised in MPLS networks with explicit routing.
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1.3 Flow Deviation 3

The expected packet delay depends on the delays in the links (due to bandwidth limitations) and

the delays in the nodes LSRs (due to the limited speed with which an LSR can copy a packet on

an outgoing link). This thesis considers these scenarios separately.

In the first scenario the link bandwidths are assumed to be infinite. It has been predicted that

the decreasing cost of optical fibre and other transmission media will provide future networks with

nearly unlimited bandwidth. If this "infinite bandwidth" model is applied to an IP network, the

network's QoS is no longer influenced by the availability of sufficient transmission capacity. The

nodal delays due to the service and queueing of the packets in the LSRs will primarily determine

the QoS offered by the network. We therefore consider the expected packet delay to be composed

solely of the nodal delays. Chapter 3 covers this scenario.

In the second (more realistic scenario) we consider the links to have finite bandwidth and the

major source of delay consists of the queueing and serving of the packets at the links. The link

delays dominate to such an extent that the nodal delays are considered negligible. Chapter 4

considers this scenario.

1.3 Flow Deviation

The object of the label switching approach is different from the ATM network case. In an ATM

network the performance criterion is the expected rate of earning revenue (or profit) whereas the

expected packet delay is the performance criterion in an MPLS network. An ATM network opera-

tor can achieve this by constructing a fully-meshed VPCN which maximises the network's expected

rate of earning revenue. On the other hand, the operator of an MPLS network switches packet

flows onto optimal LSPs in order to minimise the expected packet delay. In the label switching

scenario considered in this thesis flow deviation is performed rather than capacity reservation -

no CRLSP virtual network (VNET) (the MPLS equivalent of a VPCN, see [1]) is constructed

but IP packets are switched along appropiate LSPs. Chapter 2 considers the origin and different

versions of the flow deviation algorithm. The mathematical methods on which the flow deviation

algorithms are based are reviewed in the appendices.
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Chapter 2

The Flow Deviation Algorithm

This chapter discusses the flow deviation algorithm in abstract terms. The basis of the discussion

is a general label switching network with a cost function. The precise meaning of a general label

switching network is given in section 2.1. Only the properties of the cost function are specified

and neither the function nor its physical interpretation (eg delay) is fixed. Section 2.1 introduces

the network model and section 2.2 states the optimisation problem to be solved by flow deviation.

Sections 2.3 and 2.4 discuss two variants of the flow deviation algorithm.

2.1 The Model

The network has N nodes where each node receives packets on incoming links and forwards them

on appropriate outgoing links. The nodes are numbered from one and identified by their numbers.

Let N = {I, 2, ... ,N} denote the set of nodes. Each O-D pair is assigned a unique integer. Let

J be the set of all O-D pairs (identified by their numbers). Therefore J = IJI = N(N -1). Each
physical link corresponds to an O-D pair, consequently the links are identified by the numbers of

the O-D pairs which they connect. Let £ denote the set of links (identified by their link numbers)

and let L = 1£1 then £ ~ J and L:S J. The function.:L': N x N f-+ J is defined as .:L'(o,d) = j

if 0- D pair (0, d) is numbered j.

Let Of. denote the (physical) capacity (zero if the physical link does not exist) ofthe uni-directional

link 0 - d for each O-D pair (0, d) such that .:L'(0, d) = f. Thus the set £ can be expressed as

£ = {j E J I OJ > O} .

Let Aj denote the arrival rate of packets to O-D pair j and let A be the total packet arrival rate

to the network:

5
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6 Chapter 2. The Flow Deviation Algorithm

J

A = LAj.
j=1

A is also referred to as the total external traffic attempting to enter the network.

A route r = (0, d) is a sequence of physical links 0 - 01,01 - 02, ... ,Om - d connecting nodes 0

and d. r = (0, d) can also consist of the single link 0 - d. Note the notation distinction: (0, d)
denotes the 0- D pair, 0 - d denotes the physical link and (0, d) denotes a route connecting nodes 0

and d. Let Rj denote the set of routes between 0- D pair j. Figure 2.1 shows the set Rj = {rl' r2}
where 2(01, d1 ) = j. Let R be the set of all routes in the network:

R= U Rj.

jEJ

Let A£ denote the set of routes that traverse link £ for each £ E Lo The set A£ = {r3,r4,r5} is

shown in figure 201. The routes r3, r4 and r5 all traverse link 02 - d2 with 2(02, d2) = £0

.• r5

..

..

• r3
". ."..• ....

. H. ~--~ •........• 7"4
• 02 d2 •

Tl.\
• d1

r2 /......•

....
01/
\ ....

(a) Rj (b) Ai

Figure 2.1: The Route Sets

All packets offered to 0- D pair j are switched along routes in Rj. Let Srj be the portion of the

packets offered to O-D pair j which travel along route r. If l/r is the arrival rate of packets to

route r, then l/r = SrjAj for all j E J and r E Rj. All the packets offered to O-D pair j are

switched along routes in Rj, therefore the following two related equations hold

Aj = L l/r

rEn;

L Srj = 1
rEn;

(1)

(2)

for all j E J.
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2.2 The Optimisation Problem 7

The network model specified here is that of a general label switching network. The standard label

switching notions such as packets, switching, LSPs and FECs are incorporated in this model. LSPs

are referred to as routes to keep the discussion general. FECs are not explicitly mentioned but are

implied by the portions Srj' The main object of this thesis is the optimal management of MPLS

networks. The management goals can be specified in terms of a non-linear optimisation problem.

The next section discusses an optimisation problem which specifies the optimal management of

the general label switching network which we are considering in this chapter.

2.2 The Optimisation Problem

This section introduces the general optimisation problem which is adapted to describe specific

MPLS network models in chapters 3 and 4.

Let 'Yf denote the rate at which packets arrive to link £. The relationship between 'Yf and lIr is

'Yf = L lIr for all £ E £.
rEA,

(3)

A packet arrival rate will be referred to as a flow in the remainder of this chapter. Accordingly,

(1) and (2) are known as preservation of flow equations since they specify that the total flow in

the network is preserved.

Let Df be the cost function for link £. Some general properties of Df are specified but not Df

itself. Df denotes a class of functions of which the individual members describe particular label

switching networks. The most important property is that Df is a function of the rate 'Yf (the

link flow) at which packets are offered to link £. D f is also a function of a fixed service rate in

chapter 3 and a function of the capacity Gf in chapter 4. However, the capacities and service

rates are regarded as constants for a given network. Thus we consider Df as a function of a single

variable 'Yf and the derivatives of Df with respect to 'Yf are considered as ordinary derivatives as

opposed to partial derivatives. We make an important assumption about Df.

Assumption 2.1 (Differentiability of Df). Df is a differentiable function of'Yf and is defined

on the interval [0, Gf) for each £ E £.

Let D be the cost function for the network,

L

Db) =L Df("(f),
f=1

(4)

where I = ("(f)fEL is the link flow vector. Define v = (lIr)rER as the route flow vector. The cost

function can be written as (using (3))
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8 Chapter 2. The Flow Deviation Algorithm

D(v) = tD£ (2: vr).
£=1 rEAe

The object of this chapter is to solve the following non-linear optimisation problem.

Optimisation Problem 2.1.

Minimise:

D(v) = tD£ (2: vr)
£=1 rEAe

Subject to:

(5)

Aj = 2: Vr
rER;

Vr ~ 0

for all j E J

for all r E R.

We introduce an important assumption before discussing the solution.

Assumption 2.2 (Flow Independence). The 1£ 's associated with different links are indepen-

dent and the Vr 's associated with different routes are independent.

Define a cost rate vector c = (C1, C2, ... , CL) where

aD
Cf = 01£.

Cf is the rate at which the network cost D increases with an infinitesimal increase in the link flow

1£. Thus, if the flow along some route r is increased such that the flow on link £ increases by an

infinitesimal amount 0"£, the increase in D is (jD = O"£C£.The vector c is the gradient vector of

D at the point I which is denoted by V Db). Note that an important consequence of the flow

independence assumption is that

aD _ dDt = D~.
C£ = 01£ - d1£

Let r E Rj and define the cost of route r as

aD
Cr = OV

r
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2.2 The Optimisation Problem

then

a L

cr = a;; LDe
r e=l

L
= ~ dDe arye

LJ d --
£=1 rye aVr

=LD~
eEr

= Lce
eEr

9

(6)

which is obtained by differentiating (4), applying the flow independence assumption and noting

that (3) implies

{

Iarye _
aVr a

iff! E r

otherwise.

The route cost Cr is also known as the first derivative length of a route. Consider a particular O-D

pair j. A route rj E Rj for which the route cost is minimal (ie cr; = min {cr IrE Rj }) is known

as a least-cost route connecting 0- D pair j. A route r E Rj for which Cr is not minimal is referred

to as an extremal route. Similarly, the flows on the least-cost routes and the extremal routes are

referred to as least-cost flows and extremal flows respectively.

Let i/ = (vr)rE'R. be an optimal route flow vector (ie an optimal solution to Optimisation Prob-

lem 2.1). If vr; > a for some rj E Rj, an infinitesimal amount of flow 8vr; > a can be shifted from

rj to some route r E Rj without decreasing the cost D. The change 8D in cost is

8D = 8vr; aa D(i/) - 8vr; a a D(i/)
Vr Vr;

and since 8D must be non-negative

8vr; fD(i/) ;:::8vr; a a D(i/)
Vr Vr;

aa D(i/);::: a a D(i/)
Vr Vr;

This implies that if Vr; > a for rj E Rj, then
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10 Chapter 2. The Flow Deviation Algorithm

and

f D(i/) 2: f) f) D(i/)
Vr vrj

for all r E Rj (7)

f)~rj D(i/) = min { f)~r D(i/) IrE Rj}

or alternatively crj = min {cr IrE Rj} which identifies rj as a least-cost route. Thus an optimal

route flow v
rj
is positive only on a route rj with a minimal first derivative length. Furthermore, at

an optimal route flow vector, the routes among which Aj is split must have equal first derivative

lengths (ie they must all be least-cost routes). Thus (7) is a necessary condition for optimality.

If the cost function D is convex, (7) is also a sufficient condition for optimality (see Bertsekas et

al. [9]).

We define a route flow vector as feasible if the constraints of Optimisation Problem 2.1 are satisfied.

Thus we have the following definition.

Definition 2.1 (Feasible Route Flow Vector). A route flow vector v is feasible if

Aj = L Vr
rEnj

Vr 2: 0

for all j E :J

for all r E R.

(8)

(9)

Given a feasible route flow vector v, consider changing v along a direction D..v = (D..vr) rEn and

thus obtaining the route flow vector v + aD..v.

Bertsekas et al. [9] mention three requirements which D..v has to meet.

1. The first requirement is the feasibility of the resulting route flow vector. Formally this means

that for some amax > 0 and any a E [0, amax] , the flow vector v + aD..v must be feasible.

Thus by (8)

Aj = L (vr + aD..vr)

rEnj

and since v is also feasible,

0= L aD..vr

rEnj

and therefore 0 = L D..vr
rEnj
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2.2 The Optimisation Problem

for all j E :7. Similar to (1) and (2), this also implies the preservation of flow.

11

2. The second requirement for feasibility (9) implies that Vr + a!::lvr ~ 0 for all r E R and thus

!::lvr ~ 0 for all r E R such that Vr = O.

3. The final requirement is that !::lv is a descent direction and therefore the cost function D

can be decreased by making small moves from v in the direction !::lv. Let V D (v) denote the

gradient vector of D at the point v. The requirement that !::lv should be a descent direction

implies that

VD(v).!::lv < o.

The requirements on the the direction !::lv are satisfied by a family of iterative algorithms that do

the following. Let the current route flow vector (at iteration m) be vm = (v;:')rER' The route

flow vector vm is now changed to

V~1+l = (1- ar)v~ + arbvr (10)

where ar E [0,1] for each r E Rand bv is a feasible route flow vector. The direction !::lv at

iteration m is now given by

!::lv = bv - vm.

Each of these algorithms ensures that the preservation of flow condition is met

L !::lvr= L (bvr - V~1)
rERj rERj

= L bVr - L v;:'
rERj rERj

= Aj - Aj

=0

since the feasibility of bv implies that (8) is satisfied.
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12 Chapter 2. The Flow Deviation Algorithm

The second requirement of Bertsekas et al. is also satisfied since {yv satisfies (9) and therefore

6.vr = {yvr - v;:' = (yvr 2': 0 for all r E R such that V~1= O.

The final requirement is met by choosing the vector a = (ar) rER such that ar E [0, 1] for each

r E Rand D(vm+l) < D(vm).

We consider two algorithms that solve Optimisation Problem 2.1 in the next two sections. The

first algorithm belongs to this class. The second algorithm is similar to the algorithms in this class

but the flow movement is not specified by (10).

2.3 The Kleinrock Algorithm

The version of flow deviation presented here moves the same portion a of flow to all least-cost

routes. Thus ar = a for all r E R and from (10):

V;1+l = (1 - a)v~1 + a{yvr for each r E R

which can be written as a vector equation vm+l = (1 - a)vm + a{yv. The factor a is chosen such

that D((l- a)vm + a{yv) is minimised. The result of this is that D(vm+1
) :::;D(vm). This can be

seen by noting that a = 0 yields D(vm+l) = D(vm) and therefore the minimisation process will

yield a value of a such that D(vm+l) is at most equal to D(vm). The flow deviation algorithm

terminates when D(vm+1) is no longer strictly less than D(vm). Thus, during the execution of

the algorithm D(vm+l) < D(vm) which satisfies the third requirement mentioned at the end of

section 2.2.

Link and route flows are related by (3) and therefore Optimisation Problem 2.1 can be solved

with the link flows as the decision variables. The main advantage is that the number of decision

variables is smaller since (in general) R ~ N! »N(N -1) 2': L. Implicitly the problem still works

with route flows. This will be explained shortly.

Optimisation Problem 2.2.

Minimise:
L

Db) =LDebe)
e=1

Subject to:

Aj = L Vr

rER;

,e 2': 0

for all j E :J

for all eEL.
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2.3 The Kleinrock Algorithm 13

The algorithm which is now discussed is a special case of the Frank- Wolfe method (see appendix B)

and is due to Kleinrock [23].

We start with an important assumption.

Assumption 2.3. For each £ E L, Df is a convex function of ,f.

D (given by (4)) is therefore also a convex function of ,f. This implies that if a feasible link

flow vector exists, any link flow vector "I which minimises D yields the global minimum of D (see

appendix A for a proof).

The algorithm is initialised with a feasible link flow vector cjJ0 which is repeatedly modified until

D is minimised. Kleinrock [23] provides a method of finding a feasible initial link flow vector

which is discussed in chapters 3 and 4 since it depends on the link cost function Df. At each step

m of the algorithm, a feasible link flow vector cjJm = (cPi)fEC is constructed from the previous

feasible link flow vector cjJm-1 by shifting a portion a of the current flow from extremal routes

onto least-cost routes and then calculating the link flow vector cjJm based on the resulting route

flows. This is equivalent to shifting flow to and from links; thus the earlier comment that the

algorithm implicitly works with routes.

A new link flow vector cjJm is constructed at each step m of the algorithm in the following way.

Compute the cost rate vector c for the previous link flow vector cjJm-1, thus

aDI
Cf = - m-la,f IF"',

for each £ E L. Note that c = VD(cjJm-1). Compute the incremental network cost b..D for the

link flow vector cjJm-1 where

L

b..D = c . cjJm-1 =LCfcPr;-l.
f=l

(11)

b..D is the derivative of D at the point cjJm-1 in the direction indicated by cjJm-1 (see Fleming [17]

for example).

We next determine whether a link flow vector cjJm,which yields a lower value of D than cjJm-1,

can be constructed. If no such flow vector exists then cjJm-1 is the optimal link flow vector and

the algorithm is terminated.

Dijkstra's algorithm (see Manber [25] for example) is used to find a route r between each O-D

pair j such that Cr is minimal. Let Rc denote the set of these routes since these least-cost routes

are based on the current cost rate vector c. Let CT = (CJf)fEC denote the least-cost link flow vector
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14 Chapter 2. The Flow Deviation Algorithm

which results when, for each O-D pair j, all the flow Aj is sent along the least-cost route connecting
j. Note that u may not be a feasible link flow vector1. Given that c/Jm-1 is a feasible link flow

vector, we must ensure that (1 - a)c/Jm-1 + au (for the optimal value of a) is also feasible. The

validity of the algorithm depends on this. The incremental network cost 8D for the least-cost link

flow vector u is given by

L

8D = c. u = LC£(j£
£=1

which is the derivative of D at the point c/Jm-1 in the direction indicated by u. Combining this

with equation (11) yields

8D - 6.D = c. (u - c/Jm-1)

= VD(c/Jm-1) . (u - c/Jm-1)

which is the derivative of D at the point c/Jm-1 in the direction u - c/Jm-1.

If 8D < 6.D the derivative of D in the direction u - c/Jm-1 is negative and D can be decreased by

assigning a portion a of the flow in this direction. This is done by moving flow to the routes in Rc'
A line search is used to find the optimal value of a E [0,1] such that ,(a) = (1 - a)c/Jm-1 + au
minimises D and c/Jm is set to ,(a). Suitable search methods include the golden section search

algorithm (see Press et al. [27] for example) and the Fibonacci search method (see appendix C).

If 8D > 6.D the network cost D will increase if flow is moved to the routes in Rc. c/Jm-1 represents
an optimal link flow vector in this case and the algorithm is terminated.

Algorithm 2.1 (Kleinrock Flow Deviation). We start with an initial feasible link flow vector

c/J0 and choose a termination criterion lOrd> O.

l.m+-1

2. Compute the current cost rate vector c, where C£ = D~(cP'F-1) for each £ E L.

3. Compute the incremental cost 6.D for the current link flow vector:

L

6.D = L C£cP'F-1.
£=1

1Note that the route flow vector is required to be feasible (ie satisfy definition 2.1). The requirements for a
feasible link flow vector depend on the exact form of the link cost function Df, which in turn depends on the MPLS
network being modelled. One obvious requirement is that 'Yf :':::Cf.
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2.3 The Kleinrock Algorithm 15

4. Use Dijkstra's algorithm to find the least-cost routes based on the current cost rate vector c.

Denote the least-cost link flow vector (which results when all the flow Aj is deviated along

the least-cost routes connecting j) by u.

5. Compute the incremental cost 8D for the least-cost link flow vector:

L

8D = Le£a£.
£=1

6. if I~D - 8DI < Cfd then

stop

else

continue

endif

7. Find a (with 0 :S a :S 1) such that the link flow vector (1 - a)qr-1 + au minimises D and

set <jJm = (1 - a)<jJm-1 + au.

8. m +- m + 1 and return to step 2.

After the algorithm has terminated (at iteration m = M) we set

,£ = 1Jfl-1 for each £ E L.

Note that the termination criterion I~D - 8DI < cfd can be replaced by inserting the simple

convergence test ID(vm) - D(vm-1) I < cfd between steps 7 and 8.

Computationally, the most expensive steps are 4 and 7. The standard implementation of Dijk-

stra's algorithm has complexity O(N3). This can be reduced to O(N2log N) by using heaps (see

Manber [25] for example). The versions of Dijkstra's algorithm used in this thesis all make use

of heaps. The line search methods used in this thesis all have lower complexities than Dijkstra's

algorithm. Thus the complexity of one iteration of the Kleinrock algorithm is O(N2 log N). The

number of iterations which the algorithm requires to converge cannot be estimated. Consequently,

an upper bound on the complexity of the entire algorithm cannot be given.

The discussion given here is simply a motivation for the algorithm. The algorithm is formally

derived from the Frank-Wolfe method in appendix B. Note that step 4 is equivalent to solving

Optimisation Problem B.7.
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16 Chapter 2. The Flow Deviation Algorithm

2.4 The Bertsekas-Gallager Algorithm

This section presents another version of the flow deviation algorithm, namely the Bertsekas-

Gallager algorithm (see Bertsekas et al. [9]). This algorithm solves Optimisation Problem 2.1

by applying a gradient projection method to a Cauchy-type steepest descent method (based on

Newton's method) as described in appendix D.

The least-cost routes are calculated in each iteration of the algorithm and flow is then moved from

the extremal routes onto the least-cost routes. The amount of flow moved is O-D pair dependent

and calculated by means of a gradient projection method. This is different from the Kleinrock

algorithm (discussed in the previous section) in which the same portion of flow is moved from

all extremal routes connecting all O-D pairs. Consider iteration m of the Bertsekas-Gallager

algorithm and let rj be the current least-cost route between 0- D pair j. The equality constraint

Aj = L Vr
rER;

can be expressed as

Vr; = Aj - L Vr

'rER;
ropr;

(12)

which can be substituted into Optimisation Problem 2.1 to eliminate the equality constraints and

thus yield the following problem.

Optimisation Problem 2.3.

Minimise:

D(i/)

Subject to:

L vr:::; Aj
rER;
rop'r;

Vr ::::0

for all j E .J

for all j E .J, r E Rj and r i- r j .

i/ consists of each route flow Vr such that r is not a least-cost route.

The gradient projection method (described in appendix D) can now be applied to this problem.

The main iteration (54) of the gradient projection method for this problem is
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2.4 The Bertsekas-Gallager Algorithm 17

vm = max {o vm-1 -T , T
[::; D(vm-1)] -1 O~T D(vm-1)} , (13)

where r is not a least-cost route. The above calculation is performed for each extremal route

between an 0- D pair j. Finally, the route flow of the least-cost route r j is calculated as

v:.'; = Aj - LV;!".
TERj
TOPTj

The first and second partial derivatives of D(v) with respect to the route flows are calculated by

using (12) and by applying the chain rule for functions of several variables to yield

O~_ 0 0
-D(v) = -D(v) - -D(v)oVT oVT oVTj

for 0- D pair j and r -I- r j' This can be developed further by using (6):

o 0
aD(v) =L aD(v) =L Cf
v,. fET rf fE"

which leads to

0-_ ,,0 ,,0
-D(v) = ~ -D(v) - ~ -D(v)
OV,. n arf n arf

<ET <ETj

= LCf - I::Cf
fET fETj

= CT - cTj.

Define

a2D(v)
2 - -2

CT - (av
T
)

and the second derivative cost rate vector c2 = (CI, C~, ... , ci) as

2 a2D
Cf = a (rd for each £ E 'c.

(14)

(15)
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18 Chapter 2. The Flow Deviation Algorithm

(15) and the same argument used in the derivation of (6) give

C; = ~ [L ~D(v) - L ~D(V)]8vr n 8"(e 8"(e
<Er eErj
82 82

= L --2D(V) - L --2D(v)
eEr 8 be) eErj 8 be)

82
= L --2D(V)

eU'r 8be)

= LC~'
eE£r

where I:-r is the set of all links in r or r j but not in both:

I:-r = {£ E I:- 1£ E r or £ E rj} \ {£ E I:- 1£ E rand £ E rj}.

Consequently the iterative step (13) of the gradient projection method becomes

111_ { C - }Vr - max 0, v;:,-l - r 2Crj .
cr

Algorithm 2.2 (Bertsekas-Gallager Flow Deviation). We start with an initial feasible link

flow vector cPo and choose a termination criterion Efd > 0 and a step-size 'T] > O.

1. m+-l

2. Compute the current cost rate vector c, where ce = D'e(4);'-l) for each £ E 1:-.

3. Compute the incremental cost D.D for the current link flow vector:

L

D.D =L ce4>;'-l.
e=l

4. Use Dijkstra's algorithm to find the least-cost routes based on the current cost rate vector c.

Denote the least-cost link flow vector (which results when all the flow Aj is deviated along

the least-cost routes connecting j) by a.

5. Compute the incremental cost JD for the least-cost link flow vector:

L

JD = LcerJe.
e=l
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2.4 The Bertsekas-Gallager Algorithm

6. if I~D - 8DI < Efd then

stop

else

continue

endif

7. Set c/J'"+- c/J",-1 and perform the following procedure for each O-D pair j.

19

(a) Compute the cost rate vector c, where Cf = D~(</J'l') for each I! ELand the second

derivative cost rate vector c2, where cE = D~' (</J'l') for each I! E L.

(b) Let r j be the least-cost route between 0- D pair j. Then for each route r E Rj, r =I=- r j

set

Cr - crj
Wr =7)7

r

and set

'" {o ",-1 }Vr = max , Vr - Wr .

(c) Calculate the flow along the least-cost route connecting O-D pair j:

"'-' """' '"vrj - Aj - ~ vr .

rE"Rj
r=f.rj

(d) Update the link flow vector c/J"', where

</J'l'= L v~
rEAt

Decrement the step-size 7) in an appropriate way.

8. m +- m + 1 and return to step 2.

for each I! E L.

After the algorithm has terminated (in iteration m = M) we set

'"'if = </J"7-1 for each I! E £.

Note that the termination criterion I~D - 8DI < Efd can be replaced by inserting the simple

convergence test ID(v"') - D(V"'-l)j < Efd between steps 7 and 8.

The link flow vector c/J'" is updated (in step 7) after the LSP flows Vr E Rj have been changed for

each 0- D pair j. Therefore c/J'" is only fixed at the completion of iteration m. This implies that

the cost rate vectors c and c2 have to be recalculated for each O-D pair.
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20 Chapter 2. The Flow Deviation Algorithm

A step-size 1] is introduced in the iterative step. Bertsekas et al. [9] suggest an initial step-size

of 1] = 1. They also mention the possibility of keeping 1] fixed as opposed to several decrement

procedures.

Computationally, the most expensive step is the calculation of the shortest paths. The version

of Dijkstra's algorithm used in this thesis has complexity O(N2log N) (see the explanation for

the Kleinrock algorithm). Thus one iteration of the Bertsekas-Gallager algorithm has complexity

O(N2logN).

2.5 Applying Flow Deviation to MPLS Networks

The next two chapters adapt the flow deviation algorithms to optimise the QoS offered by specific

MPLS networks. Chapter 3 considers an MPLS network model in which the major packet delays

occur in the nodes (LSRs). This model accommodates different service classes. Chapter 4 applies

flow deviation to MPLS network models in which the limited link bandwidths cause the major

delays. This model is only applicable to traffic belonging to a single service class.
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Chapter 3

Minimising Nodal Delays
MPLS Networks

•In

This chapter applies the flow deviation algorithm from chapter 2 to a specific MPLS network

model. The cost function (which was not specified in chapter 2) is the expected packet delay in

the network. An important characteristic of the network model considered here is that the links

are so well-dimensioned that their capacities can be regarded as infinite. Consequently all delays

in the network occur in the nodes.

Section 3.1 introduces a mathematical model of the MPLS network considered in this chapter.

An expression for the expected packet delay is derived in section 3.2. The queueing mechanism

in the label switching routers is discussed in section 3.3. Section 3.4 presents an algorithm for

constructing optimal label switched paths. This algorithm is applied to some test networks in

section 3.5.

3.1 The Model

Consider an MPLS network with N nodes which carries K service classesl. Each node corresponds

to a label switching router (LSR) which consists of a queue and a service facility. Let N =
{I, 2, ... , N} denote the set of nodes and let K = {I, 2, ... , K} denote the set of service classes.

The length of a class k packet2 is an exponential random variable with mean 1/ ILk. The random

variables corresponding to the packet lengths of the different service classes are independent. These

random variables also represent the rates at which the packets are served by the LSRs.

Let :7 denote the set of all O-D pairs. The O-D pairs (0, d) and (d,o) are distinct and J = 1:71=
N (N - 1). Some 0- D pairs are connected by physical links and the links are identified by the

lThe words service class and traffic class are used interchangeably.
2 A packet always refers to an IP packet in this discussion.

21
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22 Chapter 3. Minimising Nodal Delays in MPLS Networks

numbers of the O-D pairs which they connect. Each link is bi-directional and is identified by

two link numbers. Let £ denote the set of links. The function .!t' : N x N r--+ J is defined as

.!t'(o,d) = j if O-D pair (o,d) is numbered j.

Let Cf denote the transmission capacity (zero if the physical link does not exist) of the bi-

directional link 0 - d for each O-D pair (o,d) such that .!t'(o,d) = £. The bi-directionality of

the links implies that Cm = Cf where .!t'(d, 0) = m. The link capacities Cf are sufficiently large

so that link delays can be ignored. Propagation delays are assumed to be negligible. This "infinite

bandwidth" model implies that only nodal delays are considered. The set £ can be expressed as

£={jEJ ICj>O}~J.

Let Ajk denote the Poisson arrival rate of class k packets to O-D pair j. Let A be the total packet

arrival rate to the network, therefore

J K

A=2:=2:=Ajk'
j=lk=l

A label switched path (LSP) r = (0, d) connecting nodes 0 and d is a sequence of physical links

o - 01,01 - 02, ... , Om - d. The expression n E r indicates that node n is traversed by LSP r.

Note that (0, d) denotes the O-D pair, 0 - d denotes the physical link and (0, d) denotes an LSP

connecting nodes 0 and d. Let Rj denote the set of LSPs (including the direct link if it exists)

between O-D pair j. Figure 3.1 is an example of an LSP set Rj = {r1,r2}, where .!t'(01,d1) = j.

Let R be the set of all LSPs in the network, ie

R= U Rj.
jE:J

/h~~. .~,~ /
••

Figure 3.1: The Set Rj

Let En denote the set of LSPs passing through node n. En includes LSPs that originate or

terminate at n. Each node n can be a transit node in an LSP and/or an ingress node and/or an
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3.2 The Expected Packet Delay in MPLS Networks 23

egress node. Similarly a packet entering a node can be classified as a transit, ingress or egress

packet. Since each node n corresponds to an LSR (possibly) connected to a subnetwork, ingress

packets that originate in the subnetwork connected to n also enter n and have to be switched in

the same manner as transit packets. The only difference between the label swapping performed

on ingress packets and other packets is that the ingress packets are not labeled when they enter

n. The same holds for egress packets destined for the subnetwork to which n is connected. The

only difference between the label swapping performed on egress packets and other packets is that

the labels are removed from egress packets and the packets are passed on to the appropriate

subnetwork device instead of being forwarded to another LSP. Figure 3.2 illustrates an instance

of the set Bn = {r3, r4, r5} where node n is a transit node for LSP r3, an egress node for LSP r 4

and an ingress node for LSP r5.

d

I
r5.

•
a .--0 r'Ol--.;~.__. b

r4.

I
c

Figure 3.2: The Set Bn

r3 = (a, b)
r4 = (c, n)
r5 = (n, d)

3.2 The Expected Packet Delay in MPLS Networks

Let Aj be the total packet arrival rate to O-D pair j:

K

Aj = LAjk'
k=l

All packets offered to 0- D pair j are switched along LSPs in Rj. All LSPs are service integrated in

this network model ~ packets are not routed based on service class, rather all packets belonging to

all service classes are combined and the combined packet stream is switched along the appropriate

LSPs. The flow along each LSP consists of packets belonging to any service class but to the same

forwarding equivalence class (FEe). Let Srj denote the portion of the packets offered to O-D pair

j which travel along LSP r. Therefore Srj is the portion of the packets offered to O-D pair j that
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24 Chapter 3. Minimising Nodal Delays in MPLS Networks

belong to the FEe to which LSP r is assigned. Note that if r rt Rj then Srj = O. Let Vrk denote

the arrival rate of class k packets to LSP r, therefore Vrk = Srj A.jk for all j E :J, k E K and r E Rj.

Since all packets offered to 0- D pair j are switched along LSPs in Rj,

for all j E :J and k E K.

A.jk = z= Vrk
rERj

z= Srj = 1
rERj

(16)

(17)

Let 'Ynk denote the rate at which class k packets arrive at node n and let 'Yn denote the total

packet arrival rate at node n, then

K

'Yn = z= 'Ynk for all n EN.
k=l

The relation between 'Ynk and Vrk is

'Ynk = z= Vrk for all n E Nand k E K.
rEBn

(18)

(19)

Let the random variable D represent the delay a packet experiences in the network and let T =

E [D]. Let the random variable djk represent the delay a class k packet offered to O-D pair j

experiences and let tjk = E [djkJ, then

J K
A." A."k

T= z=2 z= K
J

tjk
A. '" A.kj=l k=l L-k=l J'

J K

z=
A.j z=A.jk= - -tjk

A. A."
j=l k=l J

J 1 K

= z= :\ z= A.jktjk
j=l k=l

J K

'" '" A.jk= ~ ~ ~tjk,
j=lk=l

which is a decomposition of the expected packet delay in terms of O-D pair.

(20)

We now define the random variable Dnk as the nodal delay, which comprises the time that a class

k packet spends waiting in the queue and being served at node n. Since the link capacities Of
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3.3 The LSR's Queueing Discipline 25

are assumed to be "sufficient", we only consider nodal delays and therefore the expected values

Tnk = E [Dnk] and tjk are related by

tjk = L Srj LTnk
rEnj nEr

and therefore (using (20)) the expected packet delay T can be expressed in terms of the expected

nodal delays:

J K

_ "" "" AjkT - LJLJ Ttjk
J=1k=1
J K

"" "" Aj k "" ""= LJLJ T LJ Srj LJTnk
j=1 k=1 rEnj nEr

J K 1
= L L:\ L SrjAjk LTnk
j=1 k=1 rEnj nEr

K J 1
= LL:\ L VrkLTnk
k=1J=1 rEnj nEr

K 1
= L L :\Vrk LTnk
k=1rEn nEr
K N 1

= L L :\Tnk L Vrk
k=1n=1 rEBn
N K
"" "" "Ink= LJLJTTnk,
n=1 k=1

where equation (19) has been used.

3.3 The LSR's Queueing Discipline

(21)

The form of equation (21) depends on the expected nodal delay Tnk, which in turn depends on the

LSR's queueing discipline. Whereas packet flows on LSPs are service integrated, service separation

is enforced in each LSR. Each service class is provided with a dedicated server and an unbounded

waiting line. All the class k packets are extracted from the incoming packet stream and sent to

the queue serving class k packets. This is modelled as an M /M /1 queue with arrival rate "Ink and

service rate f.lk and therefore the expected nodal delay Tnk is the expected waiting time

1
Tnk = _ '""nkf.lk I

(22)
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3.4 Finding Optimal LSPs

This section presents an algorithm for finding optimal LSPs for all O-D pairs in an MPLS network.

The optimal LSPs are expressed in terms of the set R of LSPs and the factors Srj which specify

along which LSPs the packets are to be switched in order to minimise the expected packet delay.

The algorithm is based on the Kleinrock flow deviation algorithm (see chapter 2). Chapter 2

discusses this algorithm in the context of a general MPLS network with a link cost function. We

now consider its application to a specific MPLS network with a nodal cost function. We give a

short motivation3 for the node-based algorithm similar to the motivation given for the link-based

algorithm in chapter 2. The problem of finding optimal LSPs is stated in terms of the nodal

arrival rates '"Ynk instead of the LSP arrival rates Vrk. This is similar to the approach in chapter 2

where the initial optimisation problem (Optimisation Problem 2.1) with route flows as decision

variables is transformed into an optimisation problem (Optimisation Problem 2.2) with link flows

as decision variables.

The problem of finding an optimal packet flow vector I = ('"'(nk)nEN,kEIC can be stated as the

following non-linear optimisation problem.

Optimisation Problem 3.1.

Minimise:

1 N K

Th) = :\L L '"YnkTnk
n=lk=l

Subject to:

Ajk = L Vrk for all j E J and k E K
rER;

'"Ynk = L Vrk for all n EN and k E K.
rEBn

An important concept used in the flow deviation algorithm is that of a feasible flow vector.

Definition 3.1 (Feasible Flow Vector). A flow vector I is feasible if the arrival rate '"Ynk < fLk

for each node n E N and each service class k E K.

In order to solve the optimisation problem for a given network we require a feasible flow vector

to exist. This is a necessary condition for the M /M /1 queues in the LSRs to reach statistical

equilibrium (see Cooper [12] or Wolff [34], for example) and therefore for (22) to be valid.

Substituting (22) into (21) yields

3The arguments presented in this chapter provide a motivation, not a proof. The algorithm is based on the
Frank-Wolfe method which is formally derived in appendix B.
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and therefore

1 N K

T = ~L L InkTnk
n=lk=l
N K

1LL ,nk
= ~ n=l k=l (/-Lk - ,nk)

27

(23)

aT
Oink
o2T

Ol~k

/-Lk

>"(/-Lk- InkF
2/-Lk

>"(/-Lk- Ink)3

(24)

for all n E Nand k E K. These equations imply that the first two partial derivatives of T with

respect to Ink are non-negative for all n EN and k E K. Therefore T is a convex function of Ink

and any feasible flow vector I which minimises T yields the global minimum of T (see appendix A).

The algorithm is initialised with a feasible flow vector cj>0which is repeatedly modified until T

is minimised. At each step m of the algorithm a feasible flow vector cj>m = (cjJ':k)nEN,kEiC is

constructed from the previous feasible flow vector cj>m-l by shifting a portion a of the current flow

on the existing LSPs or from existing LSPs on to newly-found LSPs.

Define a cost rate vector c = (Cnk)nEN,kEiC where Cnk = aT/Oink' Thus if the flow along LSP r

is increased such that the class k packet arrival rate to node n increases by a small amount Unk,

then (to first order in Unk) T increases by JT = CnkUnk. The vector c is the gradient vector of T

at the point I and is denoted by VT(/).

At each step m of the algorithm a new flow vector cj>m is constructed as follows. Compute the

cost rate vector c for the previous flow vector cj>m-l, thus

aT I
-- m-lCnk - Oink 'Ynk=</Jnk

for each n EN and k E K. Compute the incremental delay I:!..T for the flow vector cj>m-l, where

N K
I:!..T = c . cj>m-l =L L CnkcjJ':k-1.

n=lk=l
(25)

I:!..T is the derivative of T at the point cj>m-l in the direction indicated by cj>m-l (see Fleming [17]'

for example).
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28 Chapter 3. Minimising Nodal Delays in MPLS Networks

We next determine whether a flow vector ljJmwhich yields a lower value of T than ljJm-l can be

constructed. If no such flow vector exists then ljJm-l is the optimal flow vector and the algorithm

is terminated. Let Cr denote the cost of LSP r Enj:

1 K
Cr = >:L L AjkCnk.

J nEr k=l

Dijkstra's algorithm (see Manber [25]or Tucker [31]' for example) is used to find an LSP r between

each O-D pair j such that Cr is minimal. Let nc denote the set of these LSPs since these least-cost
LSPs are based on the current cost rate vector c. Let a = (Unk)nEN,kEK denote the least-cost

flow vector which results when, for each O-D pair j, all the flow Aj is sent along the least-cost
LSP connecting j. Note that a may not be a feasible flow vector - see below.

The incremental delay JT for the least-cost flow vector a is given by

N K

JT = c. a =L L CnkUnk
n=lk=l

which is the derivative of T at the point ljJm-l in the direction indicated by a. Combining this

with equation (25) yields

JT - b..T = c. (a - ljJm-l)

= VT(ljJm-l) . (a - ljJm-l),

which is the derivative of T at the point ljJm-l in the direction a - ljJm-l.

If JT < b..T the derivative of T in the direction a - ljJm-l is negative and T can be decreased

by assigning a portion a of the flow in this direction. This is accomplished by moving flow

to the LSPs in nco A line search is used to find the optimal value of a E [0,1] such that
'Y(a) = (1 - a)ljJm-l + aa minimises T and ljJm is set to 'Y(a). Suitable line search methods

include the golden section search algorithm (see Press et al. [27]' for example) and the Fibonacci

search method (see appendix C).

IfJT > b..T the expected delay T will increase if flow is moved to the LSPs in nco Therefore
ljJm-l represents an optimal flow vector and the algorithm is terminated.

Given that ljJm-l is a feasible flow vector, we must ensure that (1- a)ljJm-l + aa (for the optimal

value of a) is also feasible. The validity of the algorithm depends on this. If a is feasible then

(1 - a)ljJm-l + aa is feasible since
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(1 - a)cf;':k-1 + a(Jnk < (1 - a)J-Lk + aJ-Lk = J-Lk

29

for all n EN and k E lC. However, there is no guarantee that u is feasible. Consider the situation

where u is not feasible. Suppose an n E N and a k E lC exist such that

'"'Ink = (1 - a)cf;':;l + a(Jnk 2': J-Lk.

It follows follows from (23) that

lim aT / a'"'lnk = CXJ
Ink-tJ1,J;

(26)

which implies that if '"'Ink --+ J-Lk for any n E Nand k E lC, T grows without bound. The left-hand

limit is taken since T (and consequently aT / a'"'lnk) is not defined for '"'Ink> J-Lk.

Therefore a value of a satifying the equality in equation (26) is never selected since the line search

attempts to minimise T. It is important to check that the line search method does not select a

value of a which satisfies the strict inequality in equation (26). This can happen since aT / a'"'lnk

is finite for '"'Ink > J-Lk despite the fact that aT / a'"'lnk does not "physically" exist for '"'Ink > J-Lk.

The optimisation algorithm can be stated as follows.

Algorithm 3.1 (Finding an optimal/'). The algorithm starts with an initial feasible flow vec-

tor cpo and a termination criterion E > O.

l.m+-l.

2. Compute the current cost rate vector c, where

aT I
- m-lCnk - a'"'lnk Ink=c/Jnk

for each n E Nand k E lC.

3. Compute the incremental delay b.T for the previous flow vector:

N K

b.T = L L cnkcf;':k-1.
n=lk=l
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30 Chapter 3. Minimising Nodal Delays in MPLS Networks

4. Use Dijkstra's algorithm to find the least-cost LSPs based on the current cost rate vector c.

Let u denote the least-cost flow vector which results when, for each j E :J, all the flow Aj is
,

sent along the least-cost LSP connecting j.

5. Compute the incremental delay 8T for the least-cost flow vector:

N K

8T = L LCnk(]"nk.
n=l k=l

6. if 6.T - 8T < E: then

go to step 9

else

continue

endif

7. Line search: Find a (0 ::::;a ::::;1) such that the flow vector ,(a)
minimises T. Set c/Jm = ,(a).

8. m +- m + 1 and return to step 2.

9. Set, = c/Jm-l.

(1 - a)c/Jm-l + au

3.4.1 Initial Feasible Flow Vector

The above algorithm relies on the existence of a feasible initial flow vector ljJo. Constructing a c/J0

or even determining whether a c/J0 exists can be a non-trivial task for large networks. Kleinrock [23]

presents an algorithm which performs this task.

The algorithm starts by computing the cost rate vector c when no packets are switched through

the network, thus

Cnk - 8~~k i,nk=O
1

Ap,k

for each n E Nand k E lC. Next it uses Dijkstra's algorithm to find the least-cost LSPs based on

this cost rate vector and constructs the flow vector cpo which results when all packets are switched

along these LSPs.

The algorithm's main loop starts with the flow vector cpo (which might be infeasible) and attempts

to adapt it into a feasible flow vector. The algorithm will detect if this is impossible.

At each step m the algorithm attempts to route a portion hm-1 of the total flow A through the

network. The algorithm determines whether the flow vector cpm-l (which corresponds to a total
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flow of hm-1A being offered to the network) is feasible. This is done by computing the maximum

LSR load (3, where

(3= max {4?::1 I n ENand k EK} .
If (3 < hm-1 then 4?':k-1/hm-1 < ILk for all n E Nand k E K and epm-l/hm_1 is a feasible

flow vector corresponding to the total flow A being routed through the network. Therefore the

algorithm terminates.

If (3 2: hm-1 then epm-l/hm_1 is not a feasible flow vector. The algorithm now calculates hm =
hm-1 (1-10(1- (3))/ (3. Since 0 < E < 1 it follows that hm < hm-1. A flow vector e = (~nk)nE.N,kEK
which corresponds to a total flow hmA being routed through the network is now constructed:

hm m-l
~nk = ~h--4?nk

m-l
(27)

for all n E Nand k E K. Based on this flow vector, the current cost rate vector e is computed as

Cnk = a~k l"Ynk=~nk

for each n E Nand k E K. Dijkstra's algorithm is applied to find the least-cost LSPs. Let

u denote the flow vector which results when, for each j E J, the flow hmAj is sent along the

least-cost LSP connecting 0-D pair j.

A portion a of the flow is now shifted from the current LSPs to the least-cost LSPs. The value of

a is such that the flow vector ,(a) = (1 - a)e + au minimises T and epm is set to ,(a).

However, it is possible that this technique does not find a feasible flow. In order to determine

whether a feasible flow vector can be found, the algorithm tests the following infeasibility condi-

tions:

IVT(e) . (u - e)1 = Ie. (u - e)1

= It~CndUnk - ~nk) I
and

< El (28)
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32 Chapter 3. Minimising Nodal Delays in MPLS Networks

Ihm - hm-II < C2, (29)

where CI and C2 are small positive real numbers. If both conditions are satisfied then no feasible

flow vector exists.

If equation (28) is satisfied, the derivative of T at the point ~ in the direction (j - ~ is zero. The

vector (j - ~ indicates the direction of largest decrease in T from the point ~ since (j is based on

the least-cost LSPs. Therefore if T does not decrease along the direction of largest decrease at

point ~ then T has a minimum at ~.

If equation (29) is true, then it follows from equation (27) that

h~= -.!.!!:..- <pm-I ~ <pm-I.
hm-I

Conditions (28) and (29) together imply that ~ = <pm-I yields the minimum of T and therefore

the line search yields a = 0 and thus <pm = <pm-I. However, it has already been determined

in iteration m - 1 that <pm-I/ hm-I is not feasible and therefore <pm/ hm is not feasible either.

Consequently if the conditions (28) and (29) are met the algorithm is unable to find a feasible

flow.

The algorithm can be stated as follows.

Algorithm 3.2 (Constructing a feasible cPo). Set ho t- 1 and initialise the cost rate vector c

Cnk = 1/ Ap,k for each n EN and k E /C.

Use Dijkstra's algorithm to find the least-cost LSPs based on this cost rate vector. Let <po =

('P~k)nEN,kEK. Denote the flow vector which results when, for each j E .1, all flow Aj is sent

along the least-cost LSP connecting j.

Choose a feasible starting flow precision criterion c (with 0 < c < 1), and two infeasibility criteria

CI > 0 and C2 > o.

1. mt-l

2. Calculate (3, where

(3 = max {'P~:I I n EN and k E /C} .
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3. if (3 < hm-I then
l/Jo t- <pm-I / hm-I

stop

else

continue

endif

4. hrn t- hm-I (1 - E(1 - (3)) / (3

5. Let ~ denote a flow vector that routes a total flow hmA < A through the network, where

c hm m-I<,nk= -h--ifJnk for all n EN and k E K.
m-I

6. Compute the current cost rate vector c, where

Cnk = 8~:k I,nk=~nk
for each n E Nand k E K.

33

7. Use Dijkstra's algorithm to find the least-cost LSPs based on the current cost rate vector

c. Denote the flow vector which results when for each O-D pair j the flow hmAj is deviated

along the least-cost LSP connecting j by 0".

8. If the following conditions are both met no feasible flow vector can be found and the algorithm

is terminated.

I~~CndUnk - ~nk)1 < CI

\hm - hm-II < C2.

9. Find a (with 0 ::; a ::; 1) such that the flow vector ,(a) = (1 - a)~ + aO" minimises T and

set <pm = ,(a).

10. m t- m + 1 and return to step 2.

3.5 Some Applications

The algorithm in section 3.4 has been implemented using the golden section search method for

the line search. The algorithm is applied to some test networks in this section.
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3.5.1 Two Small Networks

The first network is the small single-class network (see Davie et al. [13]) shown in figure 3.3. Let

the packet arrival rates to O-D pairs (1,6) and (2,6) be 0.4 for each O-D pair. The service rate

fLl = 1. No packets are offered to any other O-D pair. Since this network is symmetric, the optimal

routing pattern results in '/41 = '/51 = 0.4 in order to give a total expected delay of T = 13t time
units. Packets travelling between O-D pair (1,6) use the LSP 1 - 3 - 4 - 6 and packets travelling

between O-D pair (2,6) use the LSP 2 - 3 - 5 - 6. In order to achieve this optimal routing LSR 3

needs to route packets from LSR 1 and LSR 2 differently. This is done based on the packet labels.

Davie et al. [13] mention that this is difficult to achieve if node 3 is replaced by a conventional

router which forwards packets based only on IP destination addresses.

2 5

Figure 3.3: A 6 node network

The second test network is shown in figure 3.4. This network carries two service classes K = {I, 2}.

The arrival and service rates are given in table 3.1.

3

Figure 3.4: A 4 node network

O-D pair k=1 k=2
Ajk (1,2) 0 0.5

(1,3) 0.5 0
(1,4) 0.3 0.3
(2,4) 0.3 0.3
(3,4) 0.3 0.3

fLk 1 1

Table 3.1: The arrival and service rates for the 4 node network

This network is symmetric except for the arrival rates to O-D pairs (1,2) and (1,3). Therefore

packets are routed optimally if half the packets offered to O-D pair (1,4) are sent along the LSP

1 - 2 - 4 and the other half along the LSP 1 - 3 - 4 which yields an expected delay of T = 23.44
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time units. The packets offered to the directly connected O-D pairs are sent along the physical

links connecting the O-D pairs. Due to the multi-class nature of this network there exists no

feasible flow vector 'Y which corresponds to sending all the packets offered to O-D pair (1,4) along

a single LSP. If all these packets are sent along LSP 1 - 2 - 4 then 1'21 = 0.6 < 1 = /l-l but

1'22 = 1.1 > 1 = /l-2 and if all these packets are sent along LSP 1 - 3 - 4 then 1'32 = 0.6 < 1 = /l-2

but 1'31 = 1.1 > 1 = /l-l'

3.5.2 A Larger Network

Consider the MPLS network in figure 3.5 which is a fictituous network connecting South Africa's

nine provincial capitals. Each line indicates a bi-directionallink with sufficient capacity such that

link delays can be ignored.

Figure 3.5: The SA MPLS network

The network carries 4 service classes and the service rates are /l-l = 10, /l-2 = /l-3 = 20 and /l-4 = 40.

The bi-directional packet arrival rates are given in table 3.2. The class-dependent packet arrival

rates are Ajl = Wj, Aj2 = Aj3 = 2wj and Aj4 = 4wj where Wj is the arrival rate in table 3.2.

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 2 1 1 0.5 1 3 0.5 0.5
2 0 0.5 0 1 0 0 0
3 2 1 0 0 0 0
4 0.5 0.5 1 0 0
5 0 0.5 0 0
6 1 0 0
7 1 1
8 0

Table 3.2: The packet arrival rates for the SA network

The optimal routing pattern sends packets along the LSPs in table 3.3 and yields an expected
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delay of T = 1.03time units. The algorithm requires two minutes of CPU time on a Pentium-II

350 MHz machine.

O-D pair LSPs Srj

(1,2) 1-2 1.00
(1,3) 1-3 1.00
(1,4) 1-4 1.00
(1,5) 1-3-5 1.00
(1,6) 1-2-6 1.00
(1,7) 1-4-7 0.31

1-3-5-7 0.40
1-2-6-7 0.29

(1,8) 1-4-7-8 0.31
1-3-5-7-8 0.40
1-2-6-7-8 0.29

(1,9) 1-4-7-9 0.31
1-3-5-7-9 0.40
1-2-6-7-9 0.29

(2,4) 2-1-4 0.01
2-6-7-4 0.99

(2,6) 2-6 1.00
(3,4) 3-4 1.00
(3,5) 3-5 1.00
(4,5) 4-5 1.00
(4,6) 4-7-6 1.00
(4,7) 4-7 1.00
(5,7) 5-7 1.00
(6,7) 6-7 1.00
(7,8) 7-8 1.00
(7,9) 7-9 1.00

Table 3.3: The LSPs used by the SA network

3.6 Conclusion

This chapter showed how a variant of the flow deviation algorithm could be used to optimise

the QoS offered by a specific type of multi-service MPLS network. The type of MPLS network

considered here has such well-dimensioned links that all link delays can be ignored. However, the

queueing systems in the LSRs have only limited capacities. Consequently, major delays can occur

in the LSRs if the packets are not routed optimally. This chapter showed that a variant of the flow

deviation algorithm could be used to efficiently "spread" the packet flows evenly throughout the

network. This balances the loads offered to the LSRs, which in turns leads to an optimal network

QoS.
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Chapter 4

Minimising Link Delays in MPLS

Networks

This chapter considers MPLS networks in which the links are no longer assumed to have "infinite"

capacity. The mathematical model of such a network is the same as the general MPLS network

model from chapter 2, except that the cost function is now specified. The cost function is the

expected packet delay. Similar to the MPLS model in chapter 3, the network operator switches

packet flows onto optimal LSPs in order to minimise the expected packet delay. However, in the

current network the delays occur in the links and the nodal delays are assumed to be negligible.

Section 4.1 briefly states the mathematical model for this MPLS network. The expected packet

delay is analysed in section 4.2. The link delay is quantified in section 4.3. Section 4.4 is concerned

with the actual algorithms used to minimise the link delays. Finally, in section 4.5 the algorithms

are analysed with reference to numerical results.

4.1 The Model

The label switched network has N nodes which are numbered from one and identified by their

numbers. Let N = {I, 2, ... ,N} denote the set of nodes. Each node corresponds to a label

switching router (LSR) which receives packets on incoming links and forwards them on appropriate

outgoing links. The length of a packetl is an exponential random variable with mean 1/ f-t.

Each O-D pair is assigned a unique integer. Let :1 be the set of all O-D pairs (identified by their

numbers). Therefore J = 1:11 = N(N - 1). Since each physical link corresponds to an O-D pair,

the links are identified by the numbers of the O-D pairs which they connect. If I:- denotes the set

of links (identified by their link numbers) then I:- ~ :1. The function.!£' :N x N 1-7 :1 is defined

1Note that the packet length is not class-based as in chapter 3.

37
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as £l(o,d) = j if O-D pair (o,d) is numbered j.

Let C£ denote the (physical) capacity (zero if the physical link does not exist) ofthe uni-directional

link i - j where £l( i, j) = £. The links have finite capacities and can therefore become overloaded.

This results in link delays. The set L can be expressed as (using the introduced notation)

L = {j E J I Cj > a} .

Let Aj denote the arrival rate of packets to 0- D pair j. The arrival process is assumed to be

Poisson. Let A be the total packet arrival rate to the network, therefore

J

A=2:Aj.
j=l

A is also referred to as the total external traffic attempting to enter the network.

A label switched path (LSP) r = (0, d) connecting nodes 0 and d is a sequence of physical links

0- 01,01 - 02, ... ,Om - d. The expression £ E r indicates that link £ is traversed by LSP r. Note

the notation distinction: (o,d) denotes the O-D pair, 0- d denotes the physical link and (o,d)
denotes an LSP connecting nodes ° and d. Let Rj denote the set of LSPs (including the direct

link if it exists) between 0- D pair j. Let R be the set of all routes in the network:

R= U Rj.

jEJ

Let A£ denote the set of LSPs that traverse link £ for each £ E L. Thus Rj and A£ are defined as

in chapter 2.

4.2 Analysis of the Link Delays

All packets offered to 0- D pair j are switched along LSPs in Rj. Let Srj be the portion of the

packets offered to O-D pair j which travel along LSP r. Note that Srj = a if r rf. Rj. If l/r is the

arrival rate of packets to LSP r then l/r = SrjAj for all j E J and r E Rj. Since all packets offered

to 0- D pair j are switched along LSPs in Rj, one obtains
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for all j E .1.

Aj = L Vr
rEn;

L Srj = 1
rEn;

39

(30)

(31)

Let 'Yf denote the rate at which packets arrive to link £. We assume that the 'Y£'sassociated with

different links are independent (ef the flow independence assumption of chapter 2). The relation

between 'Yf and Vr is

'Yf = L Vr for all £ E .c.
rEAe

(32)

Let the random variable D represent the delay a packet experiences in the network and let T =

E [D]. Let the random variable dj represent the delay a packet offered to O-D pair j experiences

and let tj = E [dj]. It follows that

J A'
T - '" -Lt.-~ A J

j=l

which is a decomposition of the expected packet delay in terms of O-D pair.

(33)

Define the random variable Df as the link delay which comprises the time that a packet spends

waiting in the queue and using link £. Since the link capacities Of are assumed to be the main

sources of delay in the network, we only consider2 link delays and the expected values Tf = E [Df]

and tj are therefore related by

tj = L Srj LTf
rEn; fEr

and therefore (using (33)) the expected packet delay T can be expressed in terms ofthe link delays:

J A'
T = '" -Ltj~A

J=l

J A
=L; LSrjLTf

__________________ j=l rEn; fEr
2The propagation delays are assumed to be negligible.
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J 1
= L>: L SrjAj LTe

j=1 rEnj eEr

J 1
= L>: L Vr LTe

j=1 rEnj eEr

1
= L >:vr LTe

rEn eEr

L 1
=L >:Te L Vr

e=1 rEAe
L

'" 1e= L >:Te,
e=1

(34)

where equation (32) has been used. This is a decomposition of the expected packet delay in terms

of the expected link delays.

4.3 A Quantitative Measure of the Link Delay

The exact form of (34) depends on the form of Te. There are several criteria for selecting an

appropriate link delay function. There are many functions which satisfy some of these criteria.

The choice of link delay function is discussed in detail by Burns et al. [6]. We model the link as

an M /M /1 queue with arrival rate 1e and Ge servers each serving at rate /-l. Thus the link delay

Te is the expected waiting time

1
Te = /-lGe- 1e

4.4 Finding Optimal Label Switched Paths

(35)

This section considers optimal LSP discovery (finding optimal LSPs for all O-D pairs in an MPLS

network). The optimal LSPs are expressed in terms of the set n of LSPs and the factors Srj

which specify along which LSPs the packets are to be switched in order to minimise the expected

packet delay. The flow deviation algorithms from chapter 2 can be used for LSP discovery (which

can be stated as a non-linear optimisation problem). The decision variables depend on the flow

deviation algorithm used. The optimisation problem solved by the Kleinrock algorithm uses the

link flows 1e as the decision variables. Thus the object is to calculate an optimal link flow vector,= be)eEL. as explained in chapter 2, ie the following optimisation problem:

Optimisation Problem 4.1.
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Minimise:
L

Tb) =L ~T£
£=1

Subject to:

41

Aj = L Vr
rEn;

1'£ 20

for all j E :J

for all £ E £.

The Bertsekas-Gallager algorithm solves the following optimisation problem.

Optimisation Problem 4.2.

Minimise:

T(i/)

Subject to:

Vr 20 for all j E :J, r E Rj and r :f. rj

which is obtained as explained in chapter 2.

The Kleinrock and Bertsekas-Gallager algorithms both require the existence of a feasible link flow

vector. This is a necessary and sufficient condition for the network to reach equilibrium and for

(35) to be valid (see Cooper [12] or Wolff [34]' for example).

Definition 4.1 (Feasible Link Flow Vector). A link flow vector 'Y is feasible if for each link

£ E £

1'£ < C£j.t.

The flow deviation algorithms require the objective function T to be convex. Substituting (35)

into (34) yields

L

" 1'£T = L.J >:T£
£=1
L 1'£

-L A (j.tC£ - 1'£)£=1
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and therefore using the independence assumption

aT
a"(£

a2T
--2

a("(£)

JLC£
>"(jLC£ - "(£)2

2jLC£
>"(jLC£ - "(e)3

for all I! E L. These equations imply that the first two partial derivatives of T with respect to "(£

are non-negative for all I! E L. Therefore T is a convex function of "(£.

The result of the line search in the Kleinrock algorithm is used to construct a new link flow vector

during the execution of the algorithm. The object of the line search is to minimise the expected

packet delay, therefore an infeasible link flow vector is never constructed (see chapter 2) during

the execution of the algorithm. No line search is performed in the Bertsekas-Gallager algorithm,

therefore care must be taken not to construct an infeasible link flow vector,. Kerschenbaum [21]

prevents this by replacing

C1' - c1'j
W1' = 'TJ c2

l'

in the iterative step

vrn = max {o vrn-I - W }r , r r

by

. {rn-I C1' - c1'j ( }
W1' = mIn V1' , 'TJ C~ ' 1'j

where r E Rj and the minimum slack on the least-cost LSP rj E Rj is

(1'j =min{C£-"(£ II!Erj}.

The complete iterative step (step 7 in algorithm 2.2) is now:

• Set c/Jrn ~ c/Jrn-I and perform the following procedure for each O-D pair j.

(a) Compute the cost rate vector c, where C£= D~(cPr) for each I! ELand the second

derivative cost rate vector c2, where c1 = D~ (cPr) for each I! E L.
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(b) Let rj be the least-cost LSP between 0- D pair j. Then for each route r E Rj, r :j; rj,

set

{
I cr - crj }

Wr = min 1/;:'-, 'TJ c; , (rj

where

(rj =min{Gl-ryl I £E rj}.

and set

1/;' 1/;:,-1- Wr.

(c) Calculate the flow along the least-cost LSP connecting 0- D pair j:

111., '\"'111.
I/rj = Aj - ~ I/r .

rERj
r=f'rj

(d) Update the link flow vector <pm, where

cPe = L 1/;:'
rEAe

Decrement the step-size 'TJ in an appropriate way.

for each £ E L.

The Kleinrock and Bertsekas-Gallager algorithms both start with feasible initial link flow vectors.

The following algorithm (due to Kleinrock [23]) constructs an initial feasible link flow vector <po.

Algorithm 4.1 (Constructing a feasible <po). Set ho +- 1 and initialise the cost rate vector c

1
Cl = Ap,G

l
for each £. E L.

Use Dijkstra's algorithm to find the least-cost LSPs based on this cost rate vector. Let epo = (ep~) lEI:.
denote the flow vector which results when, for each j E .J, all flow Aj is sent along the least-cost

LSP connecting j.

Choose a feasible starting flow precision criterion c (with 0 < c < 1), and two infeasibility criteria

C1 > 0 and C2 > o.

1. m+-1
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2. Calculate 13, where

13 = max {~~-1I £ E £} .

3. if 13 < hm-1 then
<po +-- <pm-l / hm-1
stop

else

continue

endif

4. hm +-- hm-1 (1 - 1::(1 - 13)) / 13

5. Let ~ denote a flow vector that routes a total flow hmA < A through the network, where

c _ hm m-l
e.,f- --~f

hm-1

6. Compute the current cost rate vector c, where

for all £ E £.

Cf = ~~ I,£=~£
for each £ E £.

7. Use Dijkstra's algorithm to find the least-cost LSPs based on the current cost rate vector c.

Denote the flow vector which results when, for each O-D pair j the flow hmAj is deviated

along the least-cost LSP connecting j, by u.

8. If the following conditions are both met no feasible flow vector can be found and the algorithm

is terminated.

It,CdCTf - ~f) I< Cl

Ihm - hm-11 < cz.

9. Find a (with 0 ::; a ::; 1) such that the flow vector ,(a) = (1 - a)~+ au minimises T and

set <pm= ,(a).

10. m +-- m + 1 and return to step 2.

This algorithm is motivated in chapter 3.
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This section presents some numerical results computed by the two flow deviation algorithms.

The performance and the LSP configurations calculated by the Kleinrock and Bertsekas-Gallager

algorithms are discussed.

4.5.1 The Convergence of the Flow Deviation Algorithms

The convergence of the two flow deviation algorithms is studied by considering their behaviour in

two test networks (figures 4.1 and 4.2) by Villamizar [32].

Figure 4.1: The Topology of the 10 Node Network

Figure 4.2: The Topology of the 20 Node Network

Figures 4.3 and 4.5 compare the convergence of the Kleinrock and Bertsekas-Gallager algorithms

for these two networks. Iteration 0 represents the initial LSP configuration and T the expected

packet delay. The Bertsekas-Gallager algorithm requires fewer iterations to converge than the

Kleinrock algorithm in both test networks. The Kleinrock algorithm converges after 292 iterations

and the Bertsekas-Gallager algorithm after 17 iterations for the 10 node network. The Kleinrock
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algorithm converges after 740 iterations and the Bertsekas-Gallager algorithm after 18 iterations

for the 20 node network. The behaviour of the Bertsekas-Gallager algorithm from iteration 1

until convergence is extracted from figures 4.3 and 4.5 and presented in figures 4.4 and 4.6. The

step-size in the Bertsekas-Gallager algorithm was kept fixed at 'f) = 1.

Kleinrock --
Bertsekas .

140

130

120

110

100
T

90

80

70

60

50
o 17 50 100 150

iteration

200 250 292

Figure 4.3: Convergence for the 10 Node Network

4.5.2 The LSP Sets R

The LSP set R is the main result of the flow deviation algorithm. The properties of the constructed

LSP sets are now examined.

Let Rk denote the set of LSPs discovered by the Kleinrock algorithm and Rb denote the set of

LSPs discovered by the Bertsekas-Gallager algorithm. We now consider the correlation between

these LSP sets. A lucid graphical representation of this correlation is a pie chart. Both the LSPs

discovered and the flows on these LSPs are compared. The significance of each pie chart slice is

explained by referring to figure 4.7 which contains the pie charts for the 10 node network. Consider

the LSP pie chart first. The slice marked "Rk nRb (strong)" represents the LSPs discovered by

both algorithms and which are such that the flows lJr on the corresponding LSPs differ by less

than 5%. The slice marked "Rk nRb (weak)" represents the LSPs discovered by both algorithms

and which are such that the flows lJr on the corresponding LSPs differ by more than 5%. The slice

marked "Rk \ Rb" represents the LSPs discovered only by the Kleinrock algorithm. Finally, the

slice marked "Rb \ Rk" (which is not present in this particular example) in figure 4.8 represents

the LSPs discovered only by the Bertsekas-Gallager algorithm. Consider the flow pie chart. The

slice marked "Rk nRb (strong)" represents the flows on LSPs discovered by both algorithms and

which are such that the flows lJr on the corresponding LSPs differ by less than 5%. The slice
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Figure 4.4: Convergence of the Bertsekas-Gallager Algorithm for the 10 Node Network

marked "Rk n Rb (weak)" represents the flows IIr on LSPs discovered by both algorithms and

which are such that the flows IIr on the corresponding LSPs differ by more than 5%. Let r be an

LSP discovered by both algorithms and 1I~ be the flow which the Kleinrock algorithm sends along r
and let 1I~ be the flow which the Bertsekas-Gallager algorithm sends along r. The flow contribution

of r in the pie chart is then given by max {1I~,lin. The slice marked "Rk \ Rb
" represents the

flow on LSPs only discovered by the Kleinrock algorithm. The percentages represented by the

slices in all the pie charts are given in table 4.1.

Rk nRb ROnRl< Rk
\ Rb RO \ Rk

(strong) (weak)
network LSPs flow LSPs flow LSPs flow LSPs flow
10 node 46% 80% 32% 19% 22% 1% 0% 0%
20 node 56% 74.25% 31.5% 25% 12% 0.75% 0.5% 0%
50 node 69% 85% 19% 14% 12% 1% 0% 0%
100 node 47% 71% 24% 24% 29% 5% 0% 0%

Table 4.1: LSP Correlation

It is evident from figures 4.7 and 4.8 that although not all LSPs are discovered by both algorithms,

the largest portion of the total flow>' is sent along LSPs discovered by both. Note in figure 4.8,

for example, that although 0.5% of the LSPs are only discovered only by the Bertsekas-Gallager

algorithm, a negligible portion of the total flow>' is sent along these LSPs (too small a portion

even to be displayed in the pie chart).

We also compare the performance of the algorithms in more detail for a 50 node network by

Villamizar [32] (figure 4.9) and a 100 node network (figure 4.10) generated by the method presented
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Figure 4.5: Convergence for the 20 Node Network

by Arvidsson [4]. The 100 node network is planar.

The pie charts for these networks are shown in figures 4.11 and 4.12. 12% and 29% respectively, of

the LSPs discovered in these networks are only discovered by the Kleinrock algorithm. However,

only 1% and 5% respectively, of the total flow>' is sent along these LSPs.

The LSP statistics for the Kleinrock and Bertsekas-Gallager algorithms for the 50 node network

are in tables 4.2 and 4.3. The columns in the table are (for the kth row, from left to right) the

length k of the LSP, the number of LSPs of length k, the percentage of LSPs of length k, the total

flow on LSPs of length k, the average flow on an LSP of length k and the percentage of the total

flow on LSPs of length k. It is interesting to note that both algorithms send the same portion

of the total flow>' along LSPs of length k. However, the number of LSPs discovered by the two

algorithms differ and therefore the average flow sent along LSPs of length k by the two algorithms

differ. The last row in each table contains the length, average flow and percentage of the total

flow carried by the average LSP.

The normalised LSP statistics are in tables 4.4 and 4.5. The normalised length of an LSP con-

necting 0-D pair j is defined as the difference between the length of the LSP and the length of

the least-cost LSP connecting j. The columns have the same meanings as in the case of the un-

normalised statistics. Both algorithms send 97.45% of the total flow>' along LSPs of normalised

length O.

Note that after the completion of both algorithms, LSPs with Vr smaller than 0.005 times the

average LSP flow were discarded. The Kleinrock algorithm discovered 5213 LSPs and discarded

2068 LSPs to leave 3145 "active" LSPs. The Bertsekas-Gallager algorithm discovered 5195 LSPs
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Figure 4.6: Convergence of the Bertsekas-Gallager Algorithm for the 20 Node Network

and discarded 2420 LSPs to leave 2775 "active" LSPs. The Kleinrock algorithm yielded an ex-

pected packet delay of T = 2.0225 X 102 and the Bertsekas-Gallager algorithm yielded an expected

packet delay T = 2.0224 X 102. All these figures are for the 50 node network.

length count % flow avg flow %
1 201 6.39 5.76 x 105 2.87 X 103 8.74
2 593 18.85 1.55 x 106 2.61 X 103 23.53
3 1162 36.95 2.56 x 106 2.20 X 103 38.86
4 994 31.61 1.69 x 106 1.70 X 103 25.67
5 195 6.20 2.11 x 105 1.08 X 103 3.20

3.12 2.09 x 10::S 0.03

Table 4.2: LSP Statistics of the Kleinrock Algorithm for the 50 Node Network

The LSP multiplicity of the Kleinrock and the Bertsekas-Gallager algorithms for the 50 node

network are in tables 4.6 and 4.7. The LSP multiplicity of O-D pair j is defined as the number

of LSPs IRil connecting O-D pair j. The Kleinrock algorithm, for example, connects 1895 O-D

pairs by one LSP only, whereas 447 O-D pairs are connected by 2 LSPs. The last line of each

table contains the average number of LSPs connecting an O-D pair.

The LSP and normalised LSP statistics for the 100 node network are in tables 4.8 to 4.11. The

Kleinrock algorithm discovered 14342 LSPs and discarded 18 LSPs to leave 14324 "active" LSPs.

The Bertsekas-Gallager algorithm discovered 14134 LSPs and discarded 3928 LSPs to leave 10206

"active" LSPs. The Bertsekas-Gallager algorithm uses fewer "active" LSPs than the Kleinrock

algorithm for both the 50 and 100 node networks. The Bertsekas-Gallager also sends more (45.46%)
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nk nnb (strong)

nk nnb (weak) nk
\ nb

(a) LSPs
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(b) Flows

Figure 4.7: LSP Correlation for the 10 Node Network

of the total flow A along LSPs of normalised length a than the Kleinrock algorithm (35.32%). The

use of longer LSPs (by both algorithms) than in the 50 node network is due to the planarity of

the 100 node network. Thus there are relatively fewer possible "short" LSPs to use than in the

densely-meshed 50 node network. Figure 4.13 is a histogram of the percentage of least-cost LSPs

(LSPs of normalised length 0) used by each algorithm in each of the four networks. The low

usage of least-cost LSPs in the planar 100 node network as opposed to the other densely-meshed

networks is evident.

The LSP multiplicity for the Kleinrock and the Bertsekas-Gallager algorithms are in tables 4.12 and

4.13. The Bertsekas-Gallager algorithm connects the average O-D pair by 1.03 LSPs as opposed

to the 1.45 LSPs employed by the Kleinrock algorithm. This implies that the Kleinrock algorithm

provides each O-D pair with more possible backup LSPs (which can be used in case of an LSP
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length count % flow avg flow %
1 201 7.24 5.76 x lOb 2.87 X 103 8.74
2 580 20.90 1.55 x 106 2.67 X 103 23.53
3 1049 37.80 2.56 x 106 2.44 X 103 38.86
4 806 29.05 1.69 x 106 2.09 X 103 25.67
5 139 5.01 2.11 x 105 1.51 X 103 3.20

3.04 2.37 x 10:5 0.04

51

Table 4.3: LSP Statistics of the Bertsekas-Gallager Algorithm for the 50 Node Network

length count % flow avg flow %
0 3002 95.45 6.41 x 10° 2.14 x 1cP 97.45
1 143 4.55 1.68 x 105 1.18 X 103 2.55

0.05 2.09 x 10:5 0.03

Table 4.4: Normalised LSP Statistics of the Kleinrock Algorithm for the 50 Node Network

failure due to one or more of its links being down for some reason) than the Bertsekas-Gallager

algorithm.
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length count % flow avg flow %
0 2681 96.61 6.41 x 106 2.39 x 10~ 97.45
1 94 3.39 1.68 x 105 1.79 X 103 2.55

0.03 2.37 x 103 0.04

Table 4.5: Normalised LSP Statistics ofthe Bertsekas-Gallager Algorithm for the 50 Node Network

number of LSPs number of O-D pairs
1 1895
2 447
3 80
4 26
5 1
6 0
7 1

1.28

Table 4.6: LSP Multiplicity of the Kleinrock Algorithm for the 50 Node Network

number of LSPs number of 0-D pairs
1 2189
2 209
3 42
4 8
5 2

1.13

Table 4.7: LSP Multiplicity of the Bertsekas-Gallager Algorithm for the 50 Node Network
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Figure 4.8: LSP Correlation for the 20 Node Network
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Figure 4.9: The Topology of the 50 Node Network
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Figure 4.10: The Topology of the 100 Node Network

length count % flow avg flow %
1 336 2.35 3.66 x 10J 1.09 X 101 14.65
2 642 4.48 3.89 x 103 6.07 15.57
3 958 6.69 3.67 x 103 3.84 14.69
4 1288 8.99 3.22 x 103 2.50 12.89
5 1600 11.17 2.78 x 103 1.74 11.12
6 1816 12.68 2.40 x 103 1.32 9.60
7 1852 12.93 1.88 x 103 1.02 7.52
8 1694 11.83 1.40 x 103 8.26 X 10-1 5.60
9 1454 10.15 9.54 x 102 6.56 X 10-1 3.82
10 1110 7.75 5.56 x 102 5.01 X 10-1 2.22
11 724 5.05 3.05 x 102 4.21 X 10-1 1.22
12 452 3.15 1.64 x 102 3.62 X 10-1 0.66
13 226 1.58 6.89 x 101 3.05 X 10-1 0.28
14 106 0.74 2.94 x 101 2.77 X 10-1 0.12
15 48 0.33 8.87 1.85 x 10-1 0.04
16 14 0.10 1.14 8.13 x 10-2 0.00
17 4 0.03 1.33 x 10-1 3.34 X 10-2 0.00

6.85 1.75 7.00 x 105

Table 4.8: LSP Statistics of the Kleinrock Algorithm for the 100 Node Network
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Figure 4.11: LSP Correlation for the 50 Node Network
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Figure 4.12: LSP Correlation for the 100 Node Network
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length count % flow avg flow %
1 331 3.24 3.66 x 103 1.11 X 101 14.64
2 604 5.92 3.90 x 103 6.46 15.60
3 872 8.54 3.67 x 103 4.21 14.68
4 1086 10.64 3.22 x 103 2.97 12.88
5 1268 12.43 2.77 x 103 2.18 11.08
6 1372 13.44 2.42 x 103 1.76 9.68
7 1283 12.57 1.88 x 103 1.46 7.52
8 1109 10.87 1.40 x 103 1.27 5.60
9 868 8.50 9.50 x 102 1.09 3.80
10 610 5.98 5.45 x 102 8.94 X 10-1 2.18
11 386 3.78 3.16 x 102 8.17 X 10-1 1.26
12 237 2.32 1.62 x 102 6.85 X 10-1 0.65
13 107 1.05 6.63 x 101 6.20 X 10-1 0.26
14 49 0.48 2.93 x 101 5.98 X 10-1 0.12
15 22 0.22 9.02 4.10 x 10-1 0.04
16 2 0.02 5.00 x 10-1 2.50 X 10-1 0.01

6.31 2.45 9.80 x 10-5

Table 4.9: LSP Statistics of the Bertsekas-Gallager Algorithm for the 100 Node Network
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Figure 4.13: Percentage use of Shortest Possible LSPs
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length count % flow avg flow %
0 5060 35.32 1.38 x 104 2.74 55.30
1 3634 25.37 6.13 x 103 1.69 24.56
2 2424 16.92 3.00 x 103 1.24 12.02
3 1632 11.39 1.20 x 103 7.38 X 10-1 4.81
4 974 6.80 5.55 x 102 5.70 X 10-1 2.22
5 378 2.64 1.81 x 102 4.79 X 10-1 0.73
6 156 1.10 7.32 x 101 4.69 X 10-1 0.29
7 48 0.33 1.47 x 101 3.06 X 10-1 0.06
8 14 0.10 1.47 1.05 x 10-1 0.01
9 4 0.03 2.55 x 10-1 6.38 X 10-2 0.00

1.44 1.75 7.00 x 10 -5

59

Table 4.10: Normalised LSP Statistics of the Kleinrock Algorithm for the 100 Node Network

length count % flow avg flow %
0 4640 45.46 1.39 x 104 3.00 55.58
1 2422 23.73 6.04 x 103 2.49 24.15
2 1580 15.48 3.07 x 103 1.94 12.28
3 925 9.06 1.17 x 103 1.26 4.68
4 419 4.10 5.53 x 102 1.32 2.21
5 154 1.51 1.94 x 102 1.26 0.78
6 56 0.55 7.10 x 101 1.27 0.28
7 9 0.10 7.03 7.81 x 10-1 0.03
8 1 0.01 1.76 1.76 0.01

1.10 2.45 9.80 x 10-5

Table 4.11: Normalised LSP Statistics of the Bertsekas-Gallager Algorithm for the 100 Node
Network

number of LSPs number of 0- D pairs
1 6430
2 2794
3 478
4 124
5 68
6 6

1.45

Table 4.12: LSP Multiplicity of the Kleinrock Algorithm for the 100 Node Network
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number of LSPs number of 0- D pairs
1 9617
2 260
3 23

1.03

Table 4.13: LSP Multiplicity of the Bertsekas-Gallager Algorithm for the 100 Node Network

4.6 Conclusion

This chapter applied a variant of the flow deviation algorithm to a model of an MPLS network in

order to optimise the QoS. The network model is considered to be more realistic than the model

of chapter 3 since the link delays are no longer regarded as "infinite". Major delays can now occur

in the links if the packets are not routed optimally. This chapter showed that the flow deviation

algorithm provides the network operator with an efficient algorithm for "spreading" the packet

flows evenly throughout the network and thus optimising the QoS offered by the network.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

This thesis considered QoS optimisation in MPLS networks. The expected packet delay was used

as the QoS measure. Efficient algorithms were developed to optimally divide the network traffic

into forwarding equivalence classes (FECs), to find optimal LSPs which minimise the expected

packet delay and to switch these FECs along the optimal LSPs. These algorithms were applied

to several test networks.

This thesis showed that efficient algorithms exist for computing LSP sets which optimise the

network's QoS. The algorithms provided in this thesis perform this computation in near-real time

and are therefore usable in real-world scenarios.

61
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Appendix A

Convex and Concave Functions

Convex and concave functions playa major role in flow deviation. Convex sets are used in the

characterisation of convex functions and are defined as follows (see Webb [33]).

Definition A.I (Convex Set). A set S in lRn is said to be convex if, whenever x and yare two

points of S, the line segment {(I - t)x + ty I 0:::; t :::;I} also lies in S.

The following two definitions are taken from Fischer [16].

y

(x, f(x))

Xl X X2

Figure A.l: A Convex Function

Definition A.2 (Convex Function). A real-valued function of a real variable which is defined

on an interval I is called convex on I if and only if for Xl and X2 in I such that Xl < X2, we have

63
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f(x) :::; f(xd + f(X2) - f(xdX2-Xl (x-xd for all x E [Xl,X2].

Figure A.1 illustrates this concept.

Definition A.3 (Concave Function). Let I be an interval. We call f concave on I if and only

if Xl E I, X2 E I and Xl < X < X2 imply

f(x) ;:: f(xd + f(X2) - f(Xl) (X2-Xl X-Xl).

Figure A. 2 illustrates this concept.

y

Xl X X2

Figure A.2: A Concave Function

A characterisation of a convex function which is frequently used is that it satisfies Jensen's in-

equality (see Saaty et al. [29] for example). Let f be a real-valued function defined on the interval

I ~JR. Jensen's inequality states that

f ( Xl ; X2 ) :::; f(xd + f(X2)

where Xl, X2 E I and Xl < X2. Note that this is just a special case of Definition A.2 with

X = (Xl + x2)/2. A more general version of Jensen's inequality [29] is

f((l - (})Xl + (}X2) :::;(1- (})f(xd + (}f(X2)
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where B E [0,1]. This is again a special case of Definition A.2 with x = (1 - B) Xl + BX2.

These definitions and characterisations are for functions of one variable. Convex and concave

functions of several variables are generalisations of the above definitions. Let f be a real-valued
function and S a convex subset of the domain of f. The following two definitions are due to

Fleming [17].

Definition AA (Convex Function of Several Variables). The function f is convex on S if,

for every Xl,X2 E Sand t E [0,1],

f(tXl + (1 - t)X2) :::;tf(Xl) + (1 - t)f(X2).

Definition A.5 (Concave Function of Several Variables). The function f is concave on S

if, for every Xl, X2 E Sand t E [0,1],

f(tXl + (1- t)X2) 2: tf(Xl) + (1- t)f(X2).

Note that Definition A.4 is a generalisation of the second formulation of Jensen's inequality with

B = 1- t.

Fleming [17] provides a test for convexity which is stated in the following theorem.

Theorem A.I. Let f be differentiable on a convex set S. f is convex on S if and only if

f(x) 2: f(xo) + df(xo) . (x - xo)

for every xo, xES.

Proof. See Fleming [17]. o

An important property of a convex function is that any local minimum is a global minimum.

Similarly, any local maximum of a concave function is a global maximum of the function. This

property is frequently exploited in optimisation theory.

Theorem A.2. Let f be differentiable and convex on an open convex set S with a local minimum

at Xo E S. f has an absolute minimum at Xo.

Proof. f is differentiable at the point Xo (where it has a local minimum), therefore Xo is a critical

point (see Fleming [17] for a proof of this property) and df(xo) = o. Let x be any point in S. By
Theorem A.l
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f(x) ;:::f(xo) + df(xo) . (x - xo)

= f (xo) + 0 . (x - xo)

= f(xo).

Thus f(x) ;:::f(xo) for every xES and consequently f has a global minimum at xo. D
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The Frank-Wolfe Method

This appendix discusses the Fmnk- Wolfe method on which flow deviation is based. Sections B.1

and B.2 list and develop some useful results from linear algebra and optimisation theory. Sec-

tion B.3 discusses the actual Frank-Wolfe method.

B.l Some Results from Linear Algebra

Optimisation theory relies heavily on linear algebra, particularly matrix theory. Some important

concepts from matrix theory are reviewed in this section.

First of all we state some conventions which apply throughout this appendix. All vectors used

in this work are real vectors with matrix representations either as column vectors or row vectors.

The column vector representation is used for all vectors. Thus, if a vector is defined as x =

(Xl, X2, ..• ,xn), the matrix representation of x is the column vector

Xl

X2
x=

Xn

When x has to be used as a row vector, the transpose

xT = [Xl X2

67

Xn]
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is used.

Appendix B. The Frank-Wolfe Method

The n x n identity matrix is denoted by In and the n x n null matrix is denoted by On. The null

vector is denoted by 0 regardless of the dimension or whether a column or row vector is under

consideration. The dimension is always evident from the context.

Definition B.l (Thanspose). Let A be an m x n matrix. The transpose of A, denoted by AT, is

the n x m matrix with the property that [ATLj = [A]ji. Thus AT is the matrix which results when

the rows and columns of A are interchanged.

The next theorem lists important properties of the transpose operation.

Theorem B .1. Let A and B be m x n matrices and C an n x £ matrix. Then

1. (AT)T = A

2. (A + B)T = AT + BT and (A - B)T = AT - BT

3. (kA)T = kAT where k E lR

4. (AC)T=CTAT.

Proof. See Anton [3] for example. o

Definition B.2 (Quadratic Form). Let A be an n x n symmetric matrix and x a column vector

(an n x 1 matrix). The quantity x TAx is called a quadratic form.

Let the n x n matrix A and the column vector x be defined as

respectively, then

A=

an a12

a2l a22

anI an2

aln

a2n

ann

and x =

Xl

X2

Xn

n n

xTAx= LLaijX;Xj.
;=1 j=l

The partial derivatives of quadratic forms are used in the Frank-Wolfe method.

(36)
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Lemma B.l. Let A be an n x n symmetric matrix. The partial derivative of the quadratic form

xT Ax with respect to Xk is

n

~ (xT Ax) = 2 L akixi.
aXk i=l

Proof. (36) can be written as

n n

xT Ax = L L aijXiXj
i=l j=l
n n n

= LLaijXiXj + Laiix7.
i=l j=l i=l

jf.i

Differentiation with respect to Xk yields

ann
-- (xT Ax) = L akjXj + L aikxi + 2akkxk
aXk j=l i=l

j# i#
n n

= L akjXj + L aikxi
j=l i=l

n

= 2 L akiXi,
i=l

where the symmetry of A has been used. D

The Frank-Wolfe method also makes use of the gradient vector of a function f of n variables,

defined as (see Fleming [17] for example)

v (I) = (aa f , aaf , ... , aaf ) .
Xl X2 Xn

Theorem B.2. Let A be an n x n symmetric matrix. The gradient vector of the quadratic form

xTAx is

V (xT Ax) = 2Ax.
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Proof. This result follows directly from Lemma B.1. D

We conclude this section by giving definitions of positive definite and positive semi-definite quadratic

forms and matrices.

Definition B.3 (Positive Definite). Let A be an n x n symmetric matrix. The quadratic form

x TAx is called positive definite if x TAx> 0 for all x ":f O. The matrix A is called positive definite

if the quadratic form x TAx is positive definite.

Definition B.4 (Positive Semi-Definite). Let A be an n x n symmetric matrix. The quadratic

form xT Ax is called positive semi-definite if xT Ax ~ 0 for all x. The matrix A is called positive

semi-definite if the quadratic form xT Ax is positive semi-definite.

B.2 Some Results from Optimisation Theory

The optimisation problems which are relevant to this discussion are minimisation problems sub-

ject to linear constraints. The typical problem has n decision variables given as a vector x =

(XI,X2,'" ,xn). The objective function f is subject to n positivity constraints Xl ~ 0, x2 ~ 0,

... , Xn ~ 0 and m general linear inequality constraints

bllXI

b2lXI

bmlXI

+ bl2X2

+ b22X2

+ bm2X2

+
+

+

+ blnxn

+ b2nxn

+ bmnxn

< bl
< b2

< bm

which are simply referred to as the inequality constraints. Although the positivity constraints are

also inequality constraints, we do not include them when referring to the inequality constraints.

These constraints can be specified in terms of the m x n matrix B and the vector b defined as

bll bl2 ... bIn bl

b21 b22 ... b2n b2

B= I : and b=

bml bm2 ... bmn bm

respectively. The typical optimisation problem dealt with in this appendix can be stated as

Optimisation Problem B.l.
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Minimise:

f(x)

Subject to:

Bx :S b

x ~ o.

71

A vector x which satisfies the constraints of an optimisation problem is called a solution to the

problem. A vector x (which satisfies the constraints) for which f(x) has its minimum value is

called an optimal solution of Optimisation Problem B.!.

An optimisation problem of particular importance is a linear optimisation problem. This is an

optimisation problem in which the objective function f is linearl, thus of the form

f(x) = ClXl + C2X2 + ... + CnXn.

Define the vector c = (Cl, C2, ... , cn). The general linear minimisation problem can be stated as

Optimisation Problem B.2 (Linear Problem).

Minimise:

f(x)=cTx

Subject to:

Bx :S b

x ~ o.

Linear optimisation problems can be solved using the simplex algorithm (see Brickman [11]' Press

et al. [27] and Saaty et al. [29] for example). One of the first steps in the simplex algorithm is

the transformation of the inequality constraints into equality constraints by the introduction of

slack variables. A maximum of m slack variables Xn+l, Xn+2, ... , Xn+m are required in the current

problem. Define the matrix

IThe requirements for an optimisation problem to be linear are that both the objective function and the con-
straints must be linear. However, in all the optimisation problems studied in this work the constraints are linear
by default.
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bu b12 .. . bIn 1 0 ... 0

b21 b22 .. . b2n 0 1 ... 0

B= I :
bm1 bm2 . , . bmn 0 0 ... 1

and the vector x = (Xl, X2,.' ., xn+m). The inequality constraints are now replaced by the equality

constraints Bx = b.

Denote the columns of the matrix B by the column vectors B1, B2, ... , Bn+m:

with

B = [B1 B2 Bn+m] ,

b1j 1 0 I~b2j 0 1

Bj = I : , Bn+1 = , Bn+2 = and Bn+m =

I~bmj 0 0

where 1 :::;j :::;n. It is possible that some of the inequality constraints in Optimisation Prob-

lem B.2 are equalities instead of real inequalities. A real inequality is a statement connecting two

expressions by either a less than relation or a less than or equal relation2. Suppose some constraint

i is an equality constraint in Optimisation Problem B.2, ie

bi1Xl + bi2X2 + ... + binxn = bi,

then the ith row of B is

[bi! bi2 bin 0 0 0]

2A real inequality is different from what is mathematically known as a strict inequality - a statement connecting
two expressions by a less than relation.
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and Bn+i is a null vector. Furthermore, Xn+i is set to zero and therefore not considered as a

decision variable. Let m' be the number of inequality contraints which are real inequalities.

An important assumption3 which we make is that the constraints are linearly independent. Thus

all m inequality constraints and n positivity constraints are required. Consequently the vector

space 1/, spanned by B1, B2, ... , Bn+m, has dimension m. There are n + m' :S n + m non-null

vectors Bj. All the problems that we consider are such that m «n :S n +m' and therefore only

m of the n +m' non-null vectors Bj are sufficient to span the vector space 1/. Let VB be a basis

(selected solely from the set of vectors {B 1, B2, ... , Bn+m}) for 1/ and let VI be the set of indices

of the vectors in VB. Thus VI = {j E {I, 2, ... ,n +m} I Bj E VB}' Any solution x to the linear

optimisation problem satisfies

XIBI + X2B2 + ... + xn+mBn+m = b.

However, since VB is a basis for 1/

L x~Bj =b
jEV[

(37)

(38)

for some vector Xo = (x~,xg"",x~+m) with x~;:: 0 for j E VI and x~ = 0 otherwise. Hence,

for each vector x satisfying (37) there exists a vector Xo satisfying (38). The following existence

theorem relates x and xo.

Theorem B.3. Let any solution x exist for Optimisation Problem B.2. There exists a solution

Xo = (x~, xg, ... ,x~+m) (with x1 :::::0 for j E VI and x1 = 0 otherwise) such that f(xo) = f(x).

Proof. See Simonnard [30] for example. o

The vector Xo is called a basic solution. The simplex algorithm finds the basis VB and associated

vector Xo (a basic optimal solution) such that f(xo) is minimal. Theorem B.3 implies that a basic

solution Xo (such that at most m elements of Xo are non-zero) is associated with every solution x.
In other words each solution x corresponds to a basis for 1/ (expressed as the vector xo) with the

additional characteristic that f(xo) = f(x). The solution process of a linear optimisation problem

can be viewed as the search for an optimal basis for 1/.

Associated with an optimisation problem is a dual problem. An important relationship exists

between a linear optimisation problem and its dual. The dual of Optimisation Problem B.2 is

Optimisation Problem B.3 (Dual Linear Problem).

3The assumptions made in this appendix are valid for the telecommunication optimisation problems solved with
flow deviation.
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Maximise:

Subject to:

Appendix B. The Frank-Wolfe Method

g(y) = yTb

yTB ~ cT

y ~ o.

where y = (Yl, Y2, ... , Ym). Optimisation Problem B.1 is referred to as the primal problem.

Theorem BA (Duality Theorem for Linear Programming). If Optimisation Problem B.2

has an optimal solution xo, then Optimisation Problem B.3 has an optimal solution Yo and g(yo) =
f(xo). Conversely, if Optimisation Problem B.3 has an optimal solution Yo, then Optimisation

Problem B.2 has an optimal solution Xo and f(xo) = g(yo).

Proof. See Brickman [11] for example. o

This section is concluded by developing an important result for convex optimisation problems. We

start by defining the Lagrangian function of an optimisation problem and its saddle point.

Definition B.5 (Lagrangian Function). The Lagrangian function F of Optimisation Prob-

lem B.1 is

F(x,..\) = f(x) + ..\TBx, (39)

where ..\ = (>'1, A2, ... , Am).

Definition B.6 (Saddle Point of the Lagrangian Function). The point (x,~) with x = (Xl, X2, ... , xn)
and ~ = (Xl, X2, .•. , Xm) is called a saddle point of the Lagrangian function F (given by (39)) if

F(x,..\) ~ F (x,~) ~ F (x,~)

for all x and ..\.

The set 9 defined by the intersection of the constraints is called the feasible region for the con-

straints. The following two theorems and a corollary are used to characterise the feasible region.

The proofs are due to Saaty et al. [29].
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Figure B.l: Convex Feasible Region 9 Formed by Linear Constraints

75

Theorem B.5. The set S of points which satisfy a constraint g(x) ::; 0, where 9 zs a convex

function, is a convex set.

Proof. Let Xl and X2 be two points in S. Thus g(xd ::;0 and g(X2) ::;0 and therefore (since 9 is

convex)

g(OXl + (1 - O)X2) ::;Og(Xl) + (1 - O)g(X2) ::;0

This implies that the point OXI +(1-0)x2 satisfies the constraint 9 and therefore OXI +(1-0)x2 E S.

We conclude that S is a convex set since Xl, X2 E S implies that OXI + (1 - O)X2 E S. 0

Theorem B.6. The intersection S of a family of convex sets Sl, S2, ... , Sn is a convex set.

Proof. Let Xl and X2 be two points in S. Therefore Xl, X2 E Sk for k = 1,2, ... , n. Sk is convex

for k = 1,2, ... ,n and thus OXI + (1 - O)X2 E Sk and OXI + (1 - O)X2 E n~=l Sk = S. Hence S is

a convex set.

There is an important corollary to this theorem.

Corollary B.!. A feasible region 9, defined by convex constraints, is convex.

o
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All linear functions are convex and thus the feasible region 9, defined by the linear constraints

Bx :S b, is convex. This is illustrated in figure B.lo The convexity of the feasible region 9 for the

constraints in Optimisation Problem B.1 is necessary for the following theorem to be applicable4.

Theorem B.7 (Equivalence Theorem). Let f be convex. A necessary and sufficient condition

for Xo to be a solution to Optimisation Problem B.1 is that Xo and some Ao comprise a saddle

point of the Lagrangian function (39).

Proof. See Saaty et al. [29] for the proof of a more general version of this theorem. o

We now relate this result to our current problem by means of a geometric interpretation due to

Saaty et al. [29]. The first step is to define a supporting hyperplane. The following definition is

taken from Fleming [17].

Definition B.7 (Supporting Hyperplane). Let S be a closed convex set. Assume that S is

neither the empty set nor En. A hyperplane P is called supporting for S if P nS -I- 0 and S is

contained in one of the two closed half-spaces bounded by P.

In two dimensions a supporting hyperplane reduces to a supporting line. Figure B.2 shows a

supporting line Px passing through the point x which is contained in the convex set S. Px satisfies

the requirements of Definition B.7 since Px nS = {x} -I- 0 and S is contained in the upper

half-space bounded by Px.

Figure B.2: A Supporting Line Px

Figure B.3 shows a supporting hyperplane Px passing through the point x contained in the convex

set S. Px satisfies the requirements of Definition B.7 since Px nS = {x} -I- 0 and S is contained

in the half-space bounded by Px.

4The convexity requirement is not stated in the formulation of Theorem B.7 since the formulation explicitly
refers to Optimisation Problem B.l whose feasible region we now know to be convex.
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Figure B.3: A Supporting Hyperplane Px
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Saaty et ai. [29] gives a geometric interpretation of the Equivalence Theorem (Theorem B.7). Let

f be concave. A necessary and sufficient condition for Xo to be a solution to a maximisation

problem with the same constraints as Optimisation Problem B.I, is that the normal hyperplane

HXQ (at the point xo) to the gradient vector V f(xo) is a supporting hyperplane of the feasible

region g. The normal hyperplane HXQ has this property if Xo has its maximum projection along

the outward normal V f(xo) to the hyperplane which implies that

V f(xo) . Xo = max {V f(xo) . w I w 2 0 and Bw :S b} .

This interpretation is also valid for a convex funcion f in which case - f is concave and

- V f(xo) . Xo = max {- V f(xo) . w I w 2 0 and Bw :S b} ,

therefore

V f(xo) . Xo= min {V f(xo) . w I w 2 0 and Bw :S b} .

(40)

We consider an example (due to Saaty et ai. [29]) of the maximisation of a concave quadratic

function.
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Optimisation Problem BA.

Maximise:

Subject to:

Appendix B. The Frank-Wolfe Method

f(x) = 6XI - 2xi + 2XIX2 - 2x~

Xl + X2 :S 2

x> o.

The gradient vector is V f(x) = (6 - 4XI + 2X2, 2XI - 4X2)' We want to determine whether or

not the solution x = (1,1) is optimal. V f(x) = (4, -2) and V f(x) . x = 2 at this point. Let

w = (3/2,1/2), then V f(x) . w = 5. Thus V f(x) . x < V f(x) . wand consequently x is not an

optimal point since (40) does not hold. This situation is illustrated in figure BA. It is geometrically

obvious from the figure that x is not optimal since the acute angle between x and V f(x) is larger

than the acute angle between wand V f(x).

X2

2

1

Xl + X2 :S 2

1 2
Xl

x

w

Vf(x)

Figure BA: A Non-Optimal Point x

Consider the point Xo = (3/2,1/2) where V f(xo) = (1,1) and V f(xo) . Xo = 2. Saaty et
al. [29] give Xo as the optimal point since V f(xo) . Xo 2: V f(xo) . w for any other point w

which satisfies the constraints. Let w = (0.3,1.7) for example, then V f(xo) . w = 2. Thus

V f(xo) . x = V f(xo) . w = 2. This situation is illustrated in figure B.5.
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w
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X2

2

1

o
o

Xl + X2 :::; 2

1
Xl

2

v f(xo)

Xo

B.3

Figure B.5: An Optimal Point Xo

The Frank-Wolfe Method

The ideas developed in the previous two sections are now applied to the optimisation technique

on which flow deviation is based.

Let A and B be the matrices

all al2 .. . aln bll b12 ... bIn

a21 a22 .. . a2n b21 b22 ... b2nA=\ , B=
anI an2 .. . ann bml bm2 ... bmn~

and x, a and b the column vectors

Xl al bl

X2 a2 b2

x= I: , a= and b=

Xn an bm

respectively. Additionally, A is symmetric and positive semi-definite. The Frank-Wolfe method

(see Boot [10]' Kiinzi et al. [24] and Saaty et al. [29] for example) is designed to solve the following
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quadratic optimisation problem.

Optimisation Problem B.5.

Minimise:

Subject to:

Appendix B. The Frank-Wolfe Method

f(x) = xTAx - aTx

Bx < b
x>O

Denote the gradient vector of f at the point x by

f(x) =

8f(x)ax;-
8f(x)
~

8f(x)
8xn

= Vf(x) = 2Ax - a,

where the result of Theorem B.2 has been used. The Equivalence Theorem (Theorem B.7) implies

that Xo is an optimal solution of Optimisation Problem B.5 if and only if

v f(xo) . Xo = min {Vf(xo) . w I w 2: 0 and Bw :::;b}

Let fo = f(xo) = V f(xo), then the previous equation (in matrix form) becomes

fJ Xo = min { fJ w I w 2: 0 and Bw :::;b}

and by the Duality Theorem (Theorem BA)

fJ Xo = max {uTb I u 2: 0 and uTB 2: fJ }

where w = (Wl,WZ, ... ,wn) and u = (Ul,UZ, ... ,um). Since

~~-m~{~blu2:0md~B2:~}=O
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it follows that

min {f~ xo - uTb I u ~ 0 and uTB ~ f~} = O.

Define

F(x, u) = f(x)Tx - uTb,

then

F(x, u) = f(x)Tx - uTb

= (2Ax - a)T x - uTb

= (2xTA-aT)x-uTb

= 2xTAx - aTx - uTb,

81

where the symmetry of A has been used. Thus at an optimal value of f, x and u can be found

such that

x ~ 0, u ~ 0, Bx:::; b, f(x)T:::; uTB and F(x,u) = O. (41)

We introduce slack variables in the form of the vectors v = (VI, V2, ... , vn) and y = (YI, Y2, ... , Ym)'

The first set of inequality constraints in (41) can now be stated as

Bx+y = b

and the second set (after applying the transpose operation on both sides) as

0:::; BTu - f(x)

= BTu- 2Ax+a

-a < BTu - 2Ax.

(42)
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Subtraction of the slack variables y yields
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-a = BTu - 2Ax - Y.

The above equation can be used to rewrite F(x, u) as

F(x, u) = 2xTAx - aTx - uTb
T

= 2xTAx + (BTu - 2Ax - Y) x - uTb

= 2xTAx + (u TB - 2xTA - yT) X - uTb

= 2xTAx + uTBx - 2xTAx - yTX - uTb

=_yTx+uT(Bx-b)

= _yTX _ uTy

by using (42) and the symmetry of A. Therefore the equality F(x, u) = 0 in (41) becomes

yTX+ uTy = O.

Define the 2(n +m)-dimensional vector was

w ~ [~] ,

then F can be considered as a function of wand the inequalities and equality in (41) are given by

Bx+y = b

BTu - 2Ax - y =-a

yTx+uTy=O

w 2: o.

(43)

(44)

(45)

(46)

Constraints (43) and (44) can be written as a single matrix equation Dw = d where D and dare

defined as
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D = [B Om
-2A BT

1m

Om
On ] and d = [b]
-In -a

83

respectively. Note that D is an (m+n) x 2(m+n) matrix and d an (m+n)-dimensional vector. (45)

is a requirement for an optimal point and (46) represents the positivity constraints. Optimisation

Problem B.5 can be stated as

Optimisation Problem B.6.

Minimise:

F(w) = -vTx - uTy

Subject to:

Dw=d

w:::::O.

We now discuss the Frank-Wolfe algorithm which is designed to solve this optimisation problem.

Let DI, D2, ... , D2(n+m) be the column vectors of D and let "f/ be the vector space spanned by

these column vectors. The Frank-Wolfe algorithm is an iterative algorithm and at the start of
. . k hIt. k (k k k ) (k k k k) h th tIteratIOn ,we ave a so u IOnw = WI' W2 , ... ,W2(m+n) = X ,U ,y ,V suc a

L w]Dj =d.
JEV;

The first step is to calculate F (wk). F (wk) is non-negative since the minimum of F is known to

be 0 (from (41) and (45)). If F (wk) = 0, wk is an optimal point and the algorithm terminates.

If F (wk) > 0 the optimal point has not yet been reached. A new point (solution) Wk+1 is now

constructed from wk by using the simplex algorithm to solve a linear optimisation problem. Cal-

culate the gradient vector V F(wk) at the current point and form the following linear optimisation

problem.

Optimisation Problem B.7.

Minimise:

F(ip) = [VF(wk)]T ip
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Subject to:

Appendix B. The Frank-Wolfe Method

Dep = d

ep 2: 0,

where ep = ('PI, 'Pz, ... , 'Pz(n+m)) represents the decision variables.

Apply the simplex algorithm to this linear problem to obtain a basis VD for the vector space 1/

spanned by the vectors DI, Dz, ... , DZ(n+m)' As stated in the description ofthe simplex algorithm

in section B.2, the basis VD is chosen from the vectors DI, Dz, ... ,DZ(n+m) and VI is the set of

indices of the vectors Dj in VD' The basis has an associated solution ep. Note that VD is an

optimal basis for Optimisation Problem B.7 and not necessarily for Optimisation Problems B.5

and B.6.

If F(ep) < F(wk), then set wk+1 = ep. Otherwise, perform a line search to find the a E [0,1] such
that F((l - a)wk + aep) is minimised and set wk+1 = (1- a)wk + aep.

The complete Frank-Wolfe algorithm can now be stated as follows.

Algorithm B.l (Frank-Wolfe). Start with an initial solution WI.

l.k+-1

2. if F(wk) = 0 then

the algorithm terminates

else

continue

endif

3. Calculate the gradient vector V F(wk) at the current point wk.

4. Form Optimisation Problem B.7 and obtain an optimal solution ep by means of the simplex

algorithm.

5. if F(ep) < F(wk) then

Wk+1 +- ep

k +- k + 1and return to step 2

else

continue

endif

6. (a) Perform a line search to find the a E [0,1] such that F((l - a)wk + aep) is minimised

(b) wk+1 +- (1- a)wk + aep.

7. k +- k + 1and return to step 2.
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If the algorithm terminates during iteration k = K, set Xo = wK which is an optimal solution to

Optimisation Problem B.5.

Although the Frank-Wolfe method was originally designed to minimise a convex quadratic function

f(x) = xTAx - aT x, it can be adapted to minimise a general convex function. The reason is that

the Equivalence Theorem (Theorem B.7) holds for any convex function. Thus the requirement for

a point Xo to be optimal is still

v f(xo) . Xo = min {V f(xo) . w I w 2':0 and Bw :::;b},

provided that f is convex. However, F(x, u) has a more general form and the algorithm is not

stated in terms of F but in terms of the original objective function f. The objective function F
in Optimisation Problem B.7 is replaced with

J( lp) = [Vf (wk
) ] T lp. (47)

We present the following algorithm to solve Optimisation Problem B.5 for a general convex function

f.

Algorithm B.2 (The Modified Frank-Wolfe Algorithm). Start with an initial solution wI.

l.k+-1

2. Calculate the gradient vector V f(wk) at the current point wk.

3. Form optimisation problem B.7 (with F replaced by J given by (47)) and obtain an optimal

solution lp by means of the simplex algorithm.

4. (a) Perform a line search to find the a E [0,1] such that f«(l- a)wk + alp) is minimised

(b) Wk+1 +- (1- a)wk + alp.

5. if the termination criterion has been met then

the algorithm terminates

else

k +- k + 1 and return to step 2

endif

An example of a simple termination criterion is to test whether

IF(wk+l) - F(wk
) I < c
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where c > 0 is some convergence criterion.

Appendix B. The Frank-Wolfe Method

One of the only differences between the original Frank-Wolfe algorithm and the modified version

is that a line search is performed regardless of whether or not f(ep) < f(wk
).
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Appendix C

The Fibonacci Search Method

This appendix presents a specific line search method. A line search is a particular one-dimensional

optimisation problem which can be described as follows. Consider a vector-valued function f :
D r--t JR with D ~ JRn. Let x and y be two points in D and let [ = {a E JR I x + ay ED}.

Define the function g : [ r--t JR as g(a) = f(x + ay). A line search method finds the value of

a E [aI, bI] ~ [ which minimises g. The Fibonacci search method is a specific line search method

which is applicable when g is unimodal. The following definition is due to Foulds [18].

Definition C.l (Unimodal Function). Let the function h : 1-l r--t JR have a minimum at the

point c in the interval [a, b] ~ 1-l c JR. h is unimodal if h(x) is strictly decreasing for x < c and

h( x) is strictly increasing for x > c.

The Fibonacci search method is based on the Fibonacci numbers defined as

Ao = 0

Al = 1

Ak = Ak-I + Ak-2 for k = 2, 3, ... .

Let the search interval be [aI, bI]. The Fibonacci method reduces this interval in M -1 iterations to

the interval [aM, bM]. M has to be chosen in advance. A new interval [am+I, bm+l] is constructed

from the current interval [am, bm] during iteration m. Define the numbers Sm and tm as

AM-m
Sm = am + (bm - am) A

M
+

2
-
m

AM+I-m
tm = am + (bm - am) AM+

2
-m

87
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for m = 1,2, ... ,M - 1. Note that am < Sm :::;tm < bm and therefore Sm and tm are points

in [am,bm]. The interval [am+1,bm+l] is constructed, based on the relation between g(sm) and

g(tm). There are three possibilities:

• if g(sm) < g(tm) then set am+l = am and bm+1 = tm

• if g(sm) > g(tm) then set am+1 = Sm and bm+1 = bm

• if g(sm) = g(tm) then a new Fibonacci search is performed on the interval [Sm, tm] (possibly)

with a new value of M.

In iteration M - 1, SM-l is

Al
SM-l = aM-l + (bM-l - aM-d A

3
1

= -(aM-l + bM-d
2

A2
= aM-l + (bM-l - aM-d A

3

= tM-l.

However, the minimum of 9 is not necessarily at SM-l = tM-l since SM-l is merely the midpoint

of the current interval [aM-l, bM-l]. Therefore we set tM-l = SM-l + e, where e is some small

length. This forces at least one further iteration.

The object of a Fibonacci search is the reduction of the interval [al, bl] to the interval [aM, bM],

where the ratio between the lengths of [al, bl] and [aM, bM] is at least r. Therefore M and e have

to be selected such that the maximum possible length of [aM, bM] is not larger than (bl - al)/r.

The maximum length of the interval [aM, bM] is obtained when g(sM-d < g(tM-d and is

bM - aM = tM-l - aM-l

= [~(aM-l + bM-d + eJ - aM-l

1
= "7YM-l - aM-d + c.

Therefore

2[(bM - aM) - e] = bM-l - aM-l

bl - al
- ~AM-2 + AM-3'
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where the last equality is proved by Foulds [18]. Thus E: and M have to be chosen such that

b1 - alr<---
- bM - aM

1 bM - aM->---r - b1 - al
E: 1

= -- + ------.
b1 - al 3AM-2 + 2AM-3

89
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Appendix D

Newton's Method

This appendix presents an optimisation method based on the N ewton- Raphson method. The

classical Newton-Raphson method is reviewed in section D.1 and an optimisation method based

on it is discussed in sections D.2 and D.3.

D.l The Newton- Raphson Method

Consider a real-valued, differentiable function f : V f-7 lR with V ~ lR and f(xo) = 0 for some

(still unknown) Xo E V. The classical Newton-Raphson method (see Maron et al. [26]' Press et

al. [27] and Saaty et al. [29]' for example) is an iterative method for finding Xo in the interval V.

This method starts with an initial estimate xO of Xo and for each k ~ 0, the next estimate Xk+l

is obtained from xk by the iterative step:

Xk+l = xk _ f(x
k
)

f'(xk)'
(48)

The Newton-Raphson method can also be extended to the multi-dimensional case (see Press et
al. [27]' for example), where x = (Xl,X2, ... ,xn) and the system of n equations in n variables

91(X) = 0,92(X) = 0, ... ,9n(X) = 0

has to be solved. Each function ge can be expanded as a Taylor series to obtain

ge(Xk + 6.xk) = ge(Xk) +t 8~' ge(Xk)6.xJ + 0 (6.xk) ,
j=l J

91
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where ~xk = (~xt, ~x~, ... , ~x;) and 0 (~xk) represents the sum of the quadratic and higher

terms. This can be written in matrix form as

ge(xk + ~xk) = ge(xk) + [Vge(xk)]T ~xk + 0 (~xk) , (49)

where the matrix representation of the gradient vector V ge(xk) is a column vector as are the

matrix representations of all other vectors used in this appendix.

Define the vector g(x) and the Jacobian matrix J as

gl (x) !!.ft !!.ft ... ~
aX! aX2 aXn

g(x) ~ ((X) !!.E2 !!.E2 ... ag2

and J= aX! aX2 aXn

gn(x) agn ~ ... iJ.Jl.n..
aX! aX2 aXn

respectively. The following matrix equation describes the entire system of equations (49):

g(xk + ~xk) = g(xk) + J~xk + 0 (~xk) ,

where, with a slight abuse of notation, 0 (~xk) is now a column vector with the .eth entry being

the sum of the quadratic and higher terms of the function ge. Ignoring these non-linear terms

yields

g(xk + ~xk) ::::::g(xk) + J~xk.

Finally, by setting g(xk + ~xk) = 0, one obtains

J~Xk = _g(xk)

and therefore the multi-dimensional equivalent of (48) is

Xk+1 = xk + ~xk.

Press et at. [27] suggest solving (50) by means of LU decomposition to obtain ~xk.

(50)

(51)
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D.2 A Cauchy-Type Steepest Descend Method

This section discusses a method of unconstrained minimisation based on the Newton-Raphson

method. The derivation presented here is due to Himmelblau [19]. Let x = (Xl, X2, ... , xn) and

let F : [; I--t IR be a differentiable, convex function with [; ~ IRn. The object of the minimisation

method is to find the minimum of F by means of a Cauchy-type steepest descent method. Consider

the main iteration of a general Cauchy-type steepest descent method:

xk+l = xk + D.xk. (52)

The vector D.xk (the increment) is such that for each iteration k, the value of F at the next point

xk+l is smaller than F(xk). Thus, as the term steepest descent indicates, the algorithm moves

closer to the minimum of F during each iteration. The global minimum of F is at the critical

point x (where V F(x) = 0) since F is convex (see appendix A). Therefore the point x satisfies

the system of equations

a
aXI F(x) = 0

a
aX2 F(x) = 0

a
-aF(x) = 0X

n
.

Note that the iterative step (52) of the steepest descent method is the same as the iterative

step (51) of the Newton-Raphson method. The above system of equations can be solved using

the Newton-Raphson method and the increment D.xk calculated by the Newton-Raphson method

can be substituted into (52). Thus, the minimisation problem is transformed into a root finding

problem. The increment calculated by the Newton-Raphson method is appropriate for the steepest

descent method since both methods move towards the same point x (where V F(x) = 0). In other

words, the root x of V F(x) = 0 (sought by the Newton-Raphson method) corresponds to the

point x where F has its minimum (sought by the steepest descent method).

In order to apply the Newton-Raphson method (as described in section D.1), let

a
9£(X) = -a F(x).

X£
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Therefore, (50) becomes

where H is the Hessian matrix

Appendix D. Newton's Method

H~Xk = -VF(xk
)

H=

a2p
&Xi
a2p

aX2aXl

a2p
aXlaX2
a2p
8Xf

a2p
ax1aXn
a2p

aX2aXn

Thus

a2p a2p a2p
aXnaXl aXnaX2 ... ax~

~Xk = -H-1V F(xk)

which can be substituted into (52) to yield the iterative step of this steepest descent method

Xk+l = xk _ H-1VF(xk). (53)

D.3 A Gradient Projection Method

The unconstrained optimisation method discussed in the previous section can be modified to

solve constrained optimisation problems by applying the technique of gradient projection (see

Himmelblau [19] and Jacoby et at. [20] for discussions of the general method). Consider the

following minimisation problem

Optimisation Problem D.l.

Minimise:

h(x)

Subject to:

x>o
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where h is differentiable and convex and the only constraints are positivity constraints (see ap-

pendix B). Applying a simple gradient projection method (see Bertsekas et al. [9]) transforms the

iterative step (53) in the Cauchy-type steepest descent method into

XkH = max {O,xk - H-1Vh(xk)}.

Thus, the result is projected onto the positive ortant. Jacoby et al. [20] provide reasons for the

convergence of this technique.

Bertsekas et al. [9] point out that the Hessian matrix H is often approximated with the diagonal

matrix

a2h 08Xi
.0. 0

0 a2h 0ax~ 0.0

0 0 ... a2h
ax~

The iterative step is then given by

Xk+1 = max {o,xk _ [ [j2 h(xk)] -1 ~h(xk)}
l l OX~ OXl

for i! = 1,2, ... ,n.

(54)

Consequently, if a constrained optimisation problem (involving a differentiable, convex objective

function) can be rewritten in the form of optimisation problem Dol, the method of section Do2
can be used to solve it. Chapter 2 deals with a constrained optimisation problem to which this

technique is applied.
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simplex algorithm, 71, 73, 83-85

slack variable, 71, 81, 82

solution

optimal, 9, 74, 80, 84, 85

statistical equilibrium, 26

steepest descent, 93

steepest descent method, 93, 94

Cauchy-type, 93, 95

step-size, 18-20, 43, 46

subnetwork, 1, 2, 23

virtual, 1

subnetwork device, 23

switching, 7

symmetric matrix, 69, 81, 82

Taylor series, 91
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termination criterion, 14, 18

Toshiba, 1

transit node, 22, 23

transit packet, 23

unimodal function, 87

vector space, 83, 84
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